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Abstract 
We develop a new framework for aggregating from micro to macro patterns of trade. We derive price 
indexes that determine comparative advantage across countries and sectors and the aggregate cost of 
living. If firms and products are imperfect substitutes, we show that these price indexes depend on 
variety, average demand/quality and the dispersion of demand/quality-adjusted prices, and are only 
weakly related to standard empirical measures of average prices, thereby providing insight for 
elasticity puzzles. Of the cross-section (time-series) variation in comparative advantage, 50 (90) 
percent is accounted for by variety and average demand/quality, with average prices contributing less 
than 10 percent. 
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1 Introduction
Research in international trade has traditionally focused heavily on two questions: what explains trade pat-
terns and what are the implications of trade for domestic prices? Researchers have typically pursued these
questions using one of two approaches. On the one hand, general equilibrium “macro” models of trade ex-
plain aggregate trade patterns based on assumptions about disaggregated economic activity. On the other
hand, “micro” studies of rm export and import behavior use disaggregated datasets on rm-level trade de-
cisions. While each line of research has informed the other, a substantial gap between the two approaches
remains. The reduced-form nature of the micro studies means that there is no clear mapping between what
happens at the rm level and what happens at the aggregate level. Similarly, the supply-side assumptions
of the macro models can be at odds with what researchers observe in the micro data. In contrast, we de-
velop a framework for aggregating from micro trade transactions by rm, product, source and destination
to macro trade and prices. Our framework is thus the rst to exactly rationalize observed trade ows at
both the aggregate and disaggregate level, which enables us to quantify the relative importance of dierent
micro mechanisms for macro trade and prices. We thus inform recent empirical research on the margins of
international trade, providing a framework that directly connects theory and data.1
Our rst main insight is that the demand system alone is sucient to provide a framework for aggregat-
ing trade data from the micro to the macro level. All we require to implement this framework is the assumed
demand system, its parameters, and data on prices and expenditures. The intuition for how this works is that
the supply-side only enters through the observed prices and expenditures and the estimated demand-side
parameters. If the demand system is invertible, we can use these observables and the estimated parameters
to solve for unique values for an unobserved demand/quality shifter for each good. Although this insight
holds for any invertible demand system, we implement our analysis for constant elasticity of substitution
(CES) preferences, as the most commonly-used specication in international trade. Our approach holds for
any nesting structure within this demand system. We show that the value and price for each observed dis-
aggregated trade transaction can be rationalized as the equilibrium of our model, without making any of the
standard supply-side modeling assumptions, such as iceberg trade costs, perfect or monopolistic competition,
and Pareto or Fréchet productivity distributions. Furthermore, although the nested CES demand system is
non-linear, we show that it admits an exact log-linear representation, which can be applied recursively across
nests, and hence permits exact additive decompositions of aggregate variables.
Our second main insight is that this general approach can be applied to the specic nesting structures that
have dominated theoretical and empirical work in international trade. Traditional theories of comparative
advantage emphasize specialization across countries and sectors. Therefore, we distinguish industry nests
through which the goods supplied by each industry enter the aggregate expenditure function. More recent
theories of rm heterogeneity stress dierentiation across rms within sectors (as in Krugman 1980 and
Melitz 2003). Hence we specify rm nests within each industry that summarize each rm’s contribution to
the industry expenditure function. Finally, other recent theories of multi-product rms highlight the range of
1For example, Feenstra (1994) quanties the entry and exit of goods over time, and Hummels and Klenow (2005) examine the
contribution of variety and quality to a nation’s exports.
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distinct products supplied by many rms. Thus, we identify products within rms as the most disaggregated
units in our demand system that enter the expenditure function for each rm. Importantly, while our setup
incorporates this rich nesting structure, we also allow for the special cases of simpler structures in which
industry or rm nests are absent. We implement our approach by developing a new estimator of the elasticities
of substitution in a nested CES demand system, which generalizes the reverse-weighting approach of Redding
and Weinstein (2016) to a nested demand structure. We provide conditions under which this estimator is
consistent and show that it successfully recovers the true parameter values in a Monte Carlo exercise in
which the data are generated according the model.
Our third main contribution is to use this trade nesting structure to derive price indexes that summarize
the cost of sourcing goods from each country and sector. We develop a theory-consistent measure of revealed
comparative advantage (RCA), which depends on the relative values of these price indexes across countries
and sectors. We show that these relative price indexes are weakly related to standard empirical measures of
average prices, thereby providing insight for elasticity puzzles, in which real variables respond weakly to these
empirical proxies. We use our model to decompose these price indexes and comparative advantage into the
contributions of a number of dierent micro mechanisms in a sequence of steps. First, we show that relative
price indexes depend on contributions from entry/exit and demand-adjusted prices. Second, we break out the
demand-adjusted price term into contributions from the average and dispersion of demand-adjusted prices.
Third, we separate out the average demand-adjusted price term into contributions from average demand and
average prices. In the special case in which goods are perfect substitutes, only average demand-adjusted
prices matter, because all varieties consumed have the same demand-adjusted price, and the consumer is
indierent between all these consumed varieties. More generally, if goods are imperfect substitutes, these
price indexes are decreasing in the number of varieties, because of consumer love of variety. Similarly, in this
more general case, greater dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across varieties reduces these price indexes,
because it implies that consumers can more easily substitute from less to more attractive varieties.
We implement our approach using both U.S. data from 1997-2011 (reported in the main paper) and also
Chilean data from 2007-14 (reported in the web appendix). We demonstrate the same qualitative and quan-
titative pattern of results in these two dierent contexts. In both cases, we nd that products within rms,
rms within sectors and sectors are each imperfect substitutes. For the U.S., we estimate a median elasticity of
substitution across products of 6.29, a median elasticity across rms of 2.66, and an elasticity across sectors of
1.36. Using these estimates, we reject the special cases of our model in which industry or rm nests are absent
at conventional signicance levels. We show that these ndings of imperfect substitutability have important
implications for patterns of comparative advantage. Firm entry/exit and the dispersion of demand-adjusted
prices each account for around one third of the cross-section variation in patterns of trade across countries
and sectors. By contrast, average demand and average prices contribute just over 20 percent and just under
10 percent respectively to the total variation. For changes in trade patterns over time, the results are even
more stark. Firm entry/exit and average demand each account for around 45 percent of the variation, with the
dispersion of demand-adjusted prices making up most of the rest. We demonstrate that this pattern is robust
across a range of alternative values for the elasticities of substitution. Indeed, for parameter values for which
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goods are imperfect substitutes, we show that the contributions from rm entry/exit and the dispersion of
demand-adjusted prices to patterns of trade are invariant to these assumed elasticities.
Although there is an exact mapping between our price index and observed trade ows, the same need
not be true for other approaches that impose stronger assumptions, such as the Feenstra price index, which
corresponds to a special case that assumes no demand shifts for surviving goods. Thus, the dierence be-
tween observed trade patterns and those predicted using alternative price indexes provides a metric for how
successful models based on these assumptions are. By comparing actual RCA with counterfactual values of
RCA based on dierent assumptions—e.g., with or without demand-shifts or variety corrections—we can di-
rectly assess the implications of these simplifying assumptions for understanding trade patterns. In particular,
we nd that models that assume no demand shifts and no changes in variety perform poorly on trade data.
Models that incorporate variety changes while maintaining the assumption of no demand shifts do better, but
still can only account for about ten percent of the changes in comparative advantage over time. These nd-
ings highlight the importance of changes in demand/quality within surviving varieties in understanding the
changes in comparative advantage documented in Freund and Pierola (2015) and Hanson, Lind and Muendler
(2015). They also point to the relevance of dynamic trade theories, in which comparative advantage evolves
endogenously with process and product innovation, as in Grossman and Helpman (1991).
Our paper is related to several strands of existing research. First, we contribute to the literature on rm
heterogeneity in international trade following Melitz (2003), as reviewed in Bernard, Jensen, Redding and
Schott (2007) and Melitz and Redding (2014). One strand of this literature has used micro data on plants and
rms to examine performance dierences between exporters and non-exporters following the early empirical
work of Bernard and Jensen (1995). Another strand has provided evidence on the extensive margin of rm
entry into export markets, including Hummels and Klenow (2005) and Eaton, Kortum, and Kramarz (2011).2
Other research has examined the range of products supplied by multi-product rms, including Bernard, Red-
ding, and Schott (2010, 2011) and Hottman, Redding, and Weinstein (2016).3
Second, our research connects with the recent literature on quantitative trade models following Eaton
and Kortum (2002). Using constant elasticity assumptions for both demand and supply (including for ex-
ample Fréchet or Pareto productivity distributions), these models exactly rationalize aggregate trade. More
recently, research has relaxed the constant-elasticity assumptions in neoclassical trade models by providing
conditions under which they reduce to exchange models in which countries directly trade factor services (see
Adao, Costinot and Donaldson 2017). In contrast, we assume a constant elasticity of demand, but relax the
assumption of a constant elasticity of supply. By using additional structure on the demand-side, we are able
to rationalize both micro and macro trade data, enabling us to aggregate up from the micro level and quantify
the importance of dierent micro mechanisms for macro variables. As a result of imposing less structure
on the supply-side, we can encompass non-neoclassical models with imperfect competition and increasing
2Hsieh et al. (2016) examine the contribution of this extensive margin to welfare using the Sato-Vartia price index and aggregate
moments from U.S. and Canadian data. We show below that this Sato-Vartia price index cannot rationalize micro trade ows, because
it assumes away idiosyncratic shifts in expenditure conditional on prices. Therefore, we use the unied price index (UPI) of Redding
and Weinstein (2016), which enables us to both rationalize these micro trade ows and aggregate to the macro level.
3See also Eckel and Neary (2010), Feenstra and Ma (2008), Dhingra (2013), and Mayer, Melitz, and Ottaviano (2014).
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returns to scale (including Krugman 1980, Melitz 2003, and Atkeson and Burstein 2008).
Third, our paper is related to the literature estimating elasticities of substitution between varieties and
quantifying the contribution of new goods to welfare. As shown in Feenstra (1994), the contribution of en-
try and exit to the change in the CES price index can be captured using the expenditure share on common
products (supplied in both periods) and the elasticity of substitution. Building on this approach, Broda and
Weinstein (2006) quantify the contribution of international trade to welfare through an expansion on the num-
ber of varieties, and Broda and Weinstein (2010) examine product creation and destruction over the business
cycle. Other related research using scanner data to quantify the eects of globalization includes Handbury
(2013), Atkin and Donaldson (2015), and Atkin, Faber, and Gonzalez-Navarro (2015), and Fally and Faber
(2016). Whereas this existing research assumes that demand/quality is constant for each surviving variety,
we show that allowing for time-varying demand/quality is central to both rationalizing both aggregate and
disaggregate patterns of trade.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces our theoretical framework.
Section 3 outlines our structural estimation approach. Section 4 discusses our data. Section 5 reports our
empirical results. Section 6 concludes. A web appendix contains technical derivations, additional empirical
results for the U.S., and a replication of our U.S. results using Chilean data.
2 Theoretical Framework
We begin by showing that our framework exactly rationalizes observed micro trade data and permits exact
aggregation, so that it can be used to quantify the importance of dierent micro mechanisms for macro
variables. Although our approach could be implemented for any nested demand system that is invertible,
we focus on CES preferences as the leading demand system in international trade, with a nesting structure
guided by existing theories of trade, which distinguish countries, sectors, rms and products.
Throughout the paper, we index importing countries (“importers”) by j and exporting countries (“ex-
porters”) by i (where each country can buy its own output). Each exporter can supply goods to each importer
in a number of sectors that we index by g (a mnemonic for “group”). We denote the set of sectors by ΩG and
we indicate the number of elements in this set by NG. We denote the set of countries from which importer j
sources goods in sector g at time t by ΩIjgt and we indicate the number of elements in this set by N Ijgt. Each
sector (g) in each exporter (i) is comprised of rms, indexed by f (a mnemonic for “rm”). We denote the set
of rms in sector g that export from country i to country j at time t by ΩFjigt; and we indicate the number
of elements in this set by NFjigt. Each active rm can supply one or more products that we index by u (a
mnemonic for “unit,” as our most disaggregated unit of analysis); we denote the set of products supplied by
rm f at time t by ΩUf t; and we indicate the number of elements in this set by N
U
f t.
4
4We use the superscriptG to denote a sector-level variable, the superscript F to represent a rm-level variable, and the superscript
U to indicate a product-level variable. We use subscripts j and i to index individual countries, the subscript g to reference individual
sectors, the subscript f to refer to individual rms, the subscript u to label individual products, and the subscript t to indicate time.
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2.1 Demand
The aggregate unit expenditure function for importer j at time t (Pjt) is dened over the sectoral price index
(PGjgt) and demand parameter (ϕ
G
jgt) for each sector g ∈ ΩG:
Pjt =
 ∑
g∈ΩG
(
PGjgt/ϕ
G
jgt
)1−σG 11−σG , σG > 1, ϕGjgt > 0, (1)
where σG is the elasticity of substitution across sectors and ϕGjgt captures the relative demand for each sector.
The unit expenditure function for each sector g depends on the price index (PFf t) and demand parameter (ϕ
F
f t)
for each rm f ∈ ΩFjigt from each exporter i ∈ ΩIjgt within that sector:
PGjgt =
 ∑
i∈ΩIjgt
∑
f∈ΩFjigt
(
PFf t/ϕ
F
f t
)1−σFg  11−σFg , σFg > 1, ϕFf t > 0, (2)
where σFg is the elasticity of substitution across rms f for sector g and ϕFf t controls the relative demand
for each rm within that sector. We assume that the unit expenditure function within each sector takes the
same form for both nal consumption and intermediate use, so that we can aggregate both these sources of
expenditure, as in Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Caliendo and Parro (2015).
We allow rm varieties to be horizontally dierentiated and assume the same elasticity of substitution
for domestic and foreign rms within sectors (σFg ).5 The unit expenditure function for each rm f depends
on the price (PUut) and demand parameter (ϕUut) for each product u ∈ ΩUf t supplied by that rm:
PFf t =
 ∑
u∈ΩUf t
(
PUut/ϕ
U
ut
)1−σUg  11−σUg , σUg > 1, ϕUut > 0, (3)
where σUg is the elasticity of substitution across products within rms for sector g and ϕUut captures the relative
demand for each product within a given rm.
A few remarks about this specication are useful. First, we allow prices to vary across products, rms,
sectors and countries, which implies that our setup nests models in which relative and absolute production
costs dier within and across countries. Second, for notational convenience, we dene the rm index f ∈
ΩFjigt by sector g, destination country j and source country i. Therefore, if a rm has operations in multiple
sectors and/or exporting countries, we label these dierent divisions separately. As we observe the prices of
the products for each rm, sector and exporting country in the data, we do not need to take a stand on market
structure or the level at which product introduction and pricing decisions are made within the rm. Third,
the fact that the elasticities of substitution across products within rms (σUg ), across rms within sectors
(σFg ), and across sectors within countries (σG) need not be innite implies that our framework nests models
5Therefore, we associate horizontal dierentiation within sectors with rm brands, which implies that dierentiation across
countries emerges solely because there are dierent rms in dierent countries, as in Krugman (1980) and Melitz (2003). It is straight-
forward to also allow the elasticity of substitution to dier between home and foreign rms, which introduces separate dierentiation
by country, as in Armington (1969).
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in which products are dierentiated within rms, across rms within sectors, and across sectors. Moreover,
our work is robust to collapsing one or more of these nests. For example, if all three elasticities are equal
(σUg = σFg = σG), all three nests collapse, and the model becomes equivalent to one in which consumers only
care about rm varieties. Alternatively, if σUg = σFg = ∞ and σG < ∞, only sectors are dierentiated, and
varieties are perfectly substitutable within sectors. Finally, if σUg = σFg > σG, rm brands are irrelevant, so
that products are equally dierentiated within and across rms for a given sector.
Fourth, the demand shifters (ϕGjgt, ϕ
F
f t, ϕ
U
ut) capture anything that shifts the demand for sectors, rms and
products conditional on price. Therefore, they incorporate both quality (vertical dierences across varieties)
and consumer tastes. We refer to these demand shifters as “demand/quality” to make clear that they can be
interpreted either as shifts in consumer demand or product quality.6 Finally, in order to simplify notation,
we suppress the subscript for importer j, exporter i, and sector g for the rm and product demand shifters
(ϕFf t, ϕ
U
ut). However, we take it as understood that we allow these demand shifters for a given rm f and
product u to vary across importers j, exporters i and sectors g, which captures the idea that a rm’s varieties
can be more appealing in some markets than others. For example, Sony products may be more appealing to
Americans than Chileans, or may have more consumer appeal in the television sector than the camera sector,
or even may be perceived to have higher quality if they are supplied from Japan rather than from another
location.
2.2 Non-traded Sectors
We allow some sectors to be non-traded, in which case we do not observe products within these sectors
in our disaggregated import transactions data, but we can measure total expenditure on these non-traded
sectors using domestic expenditure data. We incorporate these non-traded sectors by re-writing the overall
unit expenditure function in equation (1) in terms of the share of expenditure on tradable sectors (µTjt) and a
unit expenditure function for these tradable sectors (PTjt):
Pjt =
(
µTjt
) 1
σG−1
PTjt. (4)
The share of expenditure on the set of tradable sectorsΩT ⊆ ΩG (µTjt) can be measured using aggregate data
on expenditure in each sector:
µTjt ≡
∑g∈ΩT XGjgt
∑g∈ΩG XGjgt
=
∑g∈ΩT
(
PGjgt/ϕ
G
jgt
)1−σG
∑g∈ΩG
(
PGjgt/ϕ
G
jgt
)1−σG , (5)
where XGjgt is total expenditure by importer j on sector g at time t. The unit expenditure function for tradable
sectors (PTjt) depends on the price index for each tradable sector (PGjgt):
PTjt ≡
 ∑
g∈ΩT
(
PGjgt/ϕ
G
jgt
)1−σG 11−σG , (6)
6See, for example, the discussion in Di Comite, Thisse and Vandenbussche (2014). A large literature in international trade has
interpreted these demand shifters as capturing product quality, including Schott (2004), Khandelwal (2010), Hallak and Schott (2011),
Feenstra and Romalis (2008), and Sutton and Treer (2016).
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where we use the “blackboard” font P to denote price indexes that are dened over tradable goods.
Therefore, our assumption on demand allows us to construct an overall price index without observing
entry, exit, sales, prices or quantities of individual products in non-tradable sectors. From equation (5), there
is always a one-to-one mapping between the market share of tradable sectors and the relative price indexes
in the two sets of sectors. In particular, if the price of non-tradables relative to tradables rises, the share of
tradables (µTjt) also rises. In other words, the share of tradables is a sucient statistic for understanding the
relative prices of tradables and non-tradables. As one can see from equation (4), if we hold xed the price of
tradables (PTjt), a rise in the share of tradables (µTjt) can only occur if the price of non-tradables sectors also
rises, which means that the aggregate price index index (Pjt) must also be increasing in the share of tradables.
2.3 Domestic Versus Foreign Varieties Within Tradable Sectors
We also allow for domestic varieties within tradable sectors, in which case we again do not observe them
in our import transactions data, but we can back out the implied expenditure on these domestic varieties
using data on domestic shipments, exports and imports for each tradable sector. We incorporate domestic
varieties within tradable sectors by re-writing the sectoral price index in equation (2) in terms of the share
of expenditure on foreign varieties within each sector (the sectoral import share µGjgt) and a unit expenditure
function for these foreign varieties (a sectoral import price index PGjgt):
PGjgt =
(
µGjgt
) 1
σFg −1 PGjgt. (7)
The sectoral import share (µGjgt) equals total expenditure on imported varieties within a sector divided by total
expenditure on that sector:
µGjgt ≡
∑i∈ΩEjgt ∑ f∈ΩFjigt X
F
f t
XGjgt
=
∑i∈ΩEjgt ∑ f∈ΩFjigt
(
PFf t/ϕ
F
f t
)1−σFg
∑i∈ΩIjgt ∑ f∈ΩFjigt
(
PFf t/ϕ
F
f t
)1−σFg , (8)
where ΩEjgt ≡
{
ΩIjgt : i 6= j
}
is the subset of foreign countries i 6= j that supply importer j within sector g
at time t; XFf t is expenditure on rm f ; and X
G
jgt is country j’s total expenditure on all rms in sector g at
time t. The sectoral import price index (PGjgt) is dened over the foreign goods observed in our disaggregated
import transactions data as:
PGjgt ≡
 ∑
i∈ΩEjgt
∑
f∈ΩFjigt
(
PFf t/ϕ
F
f t
)1−σFg  11−σFg . (9)
In this case, the import share within each sector is the appropriate summary statistic for understanding
the relative prices of home and foreign varieties within that sector. From equation (7), the sectoral price index
(PGjgt) is increasing in the sectoral foreign expenditure share (µ
G
jgt). The reason is that our expression for the
sectoral price index (PGjgt) conditions on the price of foreign varieties, as is captured by the import price index
(PGjgt). For a given value of this import price index, a higher foreign expenditure share (µ
G
jgt) implies that
domestic varieties are less attractive, which implies a higher sectoral price index.7
7In contrast, the expression for the price index in Arkolakis, Costinot and Rodriguez-Clare (2012) conditions on the price of
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2.4 Exporter Price Indexes
To examine the contribution of individual countries to trade patterns and aggregate prices, it proves conve-
nient to rewrite the sectoral import price index (PGjgt) in equation (9) in terms of price indexes for each foreign
exporting country within that sector (PEjigt):
PGjgt =
 ∑
i∈ΩEjgt
(
PEjigt
)1−σFg  11−σFg , (10)
where importer j’s price index for exporter i in sector g at time t (PEjigt) is dened over the rm price indexes
(PFf t) and demand/qualities (ϕ
F
f t) for each of the rms f from that foreign exporter and sector:
PEjigt ≡
 ∑
f∈ΩFjigt
(
PFf t/ϕ
F
f t
)1−σFg  11−σFg , (11)
and we use the superscript E to denote a variable for a foreign exporting country.
This exporter price index (11) is a key object in our empirical analysis, because it summarizes importer j’s
cost of sourcing goods from exporter iwithin sector g at time t. We show below that the relative values of these
exporter price indexes across countries and sectors determine comparative advantage. Note that substituting
this denition of the exporter price index (11) into the sectoral import price index (10), we recover our earlier
equivalent expression for the sectoral import price index in equation (9).
2.5 Expenditure Shares
Using the properties of CES demand, the share of each product in expenditure on each rm (SUut) is given by:
SUut =
(
PUut/ϕ
U
ut
)1−σUg
∑`∈ΩUf t
(
PU`t/ϕ
U
`t
)1−σUg , (12)
where the rm and sector expenditure shares are dened analogously.
In the data, we observe product expenditures (XUut) and quantities (QUut) for each product category. In
our baseline specication in the paper, we assume that the level of disaggregation at which products are
observed in the data corresponds to the level at which rms make product decisions. Therefore, we measure
prices using unit values (PUut = XUut/QUut). From equation (12) above, demand-adjusted prices (PUut/ϕUut) are
uniquely determined by the expenditure shares (SUut) and the elasticities (σUg ). Therefore, any multiplicative
change in the units in which quantities (QUut) are measured, which aects prices (PUut = XUut/QUut), leads to an
exactly proportionate change in demand/quality (ϕUut), in order to leave the demand-adjusted price unchanged
(PUut/ϕUut). It follows that the relative importance of prices and demand/quality in explaining expenditure share
variation is unaected by any multiplicative change to the units in which quantities are measured.
domestically-produced varieties, and is increasing in the domestic expenditure share. The intuition is analogous. For a given price
of domestically-produced varieties, a higher domestic trade share implies that foreign varieties are less attractive, which implies a
higher price index.
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In Section A.7 of the web appendix, we show that our analysis generalizes to the case in which rms
supply products at a more disaggregated level than the categories observed in the data. In this case, there can
be unobserved dierences in composition within observed product categories. However, we show that these
unobserved compositional dierences enter the model in exactly the same way as unobserved dierences in
demand/quality for each observed product category, and hence our analysis goes through.
2.6 Log-Linear CES Price Index
We now use the CES expenditure share to rewrite the CES price index in an exact log linear form that enables
us to aggregate from micro to macro. We illustrate our approach using the product expenditure share within
the rm tier of utility, but the analysis is analogous for each of the other tiers of utility. Rearranging the
expenditure share of products within rms (12) using the rm price index (3), we obtain:
PFf t =
PUut
ϕUut
(
SUut
) 1
σUg −1 , (13)
which must hold for each product u ∈ ΩUf t. Taking logarithms, averaging across products within rms, and
adding and subtracting 1
σUg −1 lnN
U
f t, we obtain the following exact log linear decomposition of the CES price
index into four terms:
ln PFf t = E
U
f t
[
ln PUut
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i) Average log
prices
− EUf t
[
ln ϕUut
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii) Average log
demand
+
1
σUg − 1
(
EUf t
[
ln SUut
]
− ln 1
NUf t
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iii) Dispersion demand-
adjusted prices
− 1
σUg − 1
lnNUf t︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iv) Variety
, (14)
whereE [·] denotes the mean operator such thatEUf t
[
ln PUut
] ≡ 1NUf t ∑u∈ΩUf t ln PUut; the superscriptU indicates
that the mean is taken across products; and the subscripts f and t indicate that this mean varies across rms
and over time.8
This expression for the rm price index in equation (14) has an intuitive interpretation. When products are
perfect substitutes (σUg → ∞), the average of log demand-adjusted prices (EUf t
[
ln
(
PUut/ϕ
U
ut
)]
) is a sucient
statistic for the log rm price index (as captured by terms (i) and (ii)). The reason is that perfect substitutability
implies the equalization of demand-adjusted prices for all consumed varieties (PUut/ϕUut = PU`t/ϕ
U
`t for all
u, ` ∈ ΩUf t as σUg → ∞). Therefore, the mean of the log demand-adjusted prices is equal to the log demand-
adjusted price for each product (EUf t
[
ln
(
PUut/ϕ
U
ut
)]
= ln
(
PU`t/ϕ
U
`t
)
for all u, ` ∈ ΩUf t as σUg → ∞).
In contrast, when products are imperfect substitutes (1 < σUg < ∞), the rm price index also depends on
both the number of varieties (term (iv)) and the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across those varieties
(term (iii)). The contribution from the number of varieties reects consumer love of variety: if varieties are
imperfect substitutes (1 < σUg < ∞), an increase in the number of products sold by a rm (NUf t) reduces the
rm price index. Keeping constant the price-to-quality ratio of each variety, consumers obtain more utility
from rms that supply more varieties than others.
8This price index in equation (14) uses a dierent but equivalent expression for the CES price index from Hottman et al. (2016),
in which the dispersion of sales across goods is captured using a dierent term from
(
1/
(
σUg − 1
))
EUf t
[
ln SUut
]
.
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The contribution from the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices also reects imperfect substitutability. If
all varieties have the same demand-adjusted price, they all have the same expenditure share (SUut = 1/NUf t).
At this point, the mean of log-expenditure shares is maximized, and this third term is equal to zero. Moving
away from this point and increasing the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices, by raising the demand-adjusted
price for some varieties and reducing it for others, the dispersion of expenditure shares across varieties in-
creases. As the log function is strictly concave, this increased dispersion of expenditure shares in turn implies
a fall in the mean of log expenditure shares. Hence, this third term is negative when demand-adjusted prices
dier across varieties (EUf t
[
ln SUut
]
< ln
(
1/NUf t
)
), which reduces the rm price index. Intuitively, holding
constant average demand-adjusted prices, consumers prefer to source products from rms with more dis-
persed demand-adjusted prices, because they can substitute away from products with high demand-adjusted
prices and towards those with low demand-adjusted prices.
The decomposition in equation (14) can be undertaken in a sequence of steps. First, we can separate out the
contribution of variety (term (iv)) and demand-adjusted prices (terms (i)-(iii)). Second, we can break down the
demand-adjusted prices component (terms (i)-(iii)) into terms for average demand-adjusted prices (terms (i)-
(ii)) and the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices (term (iii)). Third, we can disaggregate the demand-adjusted
prices term into components for average prices (term (i)) and average demand (term (ii)). This sequential
decomposition is useful, because it highlights the ways in which the model-based price indexes dier from
standard empirical measures of average prices, since the change in average log prices (term (i) dierenced)
is the log of a conventional Jevons Price Index. Furthermore, as the decomposition in equation (14) is log
additive, it provides the basis for exact log-linear decompositions of aggregate variables into dierent micro
mechanisms in the model. Finally, the log-linear nature of this decomposition also implies that it is robust to
measurement error in prices and/or expenditure shares that is mean zero in logs.
2.7 Entry, Exit and the Unied Price Index
One challenge in implementing this exact aggregation approach is the entry and exit of varieties over time
in the micro data. To correctly take account of entry and exit between each pair of time periods, we follow
Feenstra (1994) in using the share of expenditure on “common” varieties that are supplied in both of these
time periods. In particular, we partition the set of rms from exporter i supplying importer j within sector
g in periods t − 1 and t (ΩFjigt−1 and ΩFjigt respectively) into the subsets of “common rms” that continue
to supply this market in both periods (ΩFjigt,t−1), rms that enter in period t (I
F+
jigt) and rms that exit after
period t− 1 (IF−jigt−1). Similarly, we partition the set of products supplied by each of these rms in that sector
into “common products” (ΩUf t,t−1), entering products (I
U+
f t ) and exiting products (I
U−
f t−1). A foreign exporting
country enters an import market within a given sector when its rst rm begins to supply that market and
exits when its last rm ceases to supply that market. We can thus dene analogous sets of foreign exporting
countries i 6= j for importer j and sector g: “common” (ΩEjgt,t−1), entering (IE+jgt ) and exiting (IE−jgt−1). We
denote the number of elements in these common sets of rms, products and foreign exporters by NFjigt,t−1,
NUf t,t−1 and N
E
jgt,t−1 respectively.
To incorporate entry and exit into the rm price index, we compute the shares of rm expenditure on
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common products in periods t and t− 1 as follows:
λUf t ≡
∑u∈ΩUf t,t−1
(
PUut/ϕ
U
ut
)1−σUg
∑u∈ΩUf t
(
PUut/ϕ
U
ut
)1−σUg , λUf t−1 ≡ ∑u∈ΩUf t,t−1
(
PUut−1/ϕ
U
ut−1
)1−σUg
∑u∈ΩUf t−1
(
PUut−1/ϕ
U
ut−1
)1−σUg , (15)
where recall that ΩUf t,t−1 is the set of common products such that Ω
U
f t,t−1 ⊆ ΩUf t and ΩUf t,t−1 ⊆ ΩUf t−1.
Using these common expenditure shares, the change in the log rm price index between periods t − 1
and t (ln
(
PFf t/P
F
f t−1
)
) can be exactly decomposed into four terms that are analogous to those for our levels
decomposition in equation (14) above:
ln
(
PFf t
PFf t−1
)
= EU∗f t
[
ln
(
PUut
PUut−1
)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i) Average log
prices
−EU∗f t
[
ln
(
ϕUut
ϕUut−1
)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii) Average log
demand
+
1
σUg − 1
EU∗f t
[
ln
(
SU∗ut
SU∗ut−1
)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iii) Dispersion demand-
adjusted prices
+
1
σUg − 1
ln
(
λUf t
λUf t−1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iv) Variety
, (16)
as shown in Section A.2.7 of the web appendix; EU∗f t
[
ln
(
PUut/P
U
ut−1
)] ≡ 1NUf t,t−1 ∑u∈ΩUf t,t−1 ln (PUut/PUut−1);
the superscript U∗ indicates that the mean is taken across common products; and the subscripts f and t
indicate that this mean varies across rms and over time; SU∗ut is the share of an individual common product
in expenditure on all common products, which takes the same form as the expression in equation (12), except
that the summation in the denominator is over the set of common products (ΩUf t,t−1); if entering varieties
are either more numerous or have lower demand-adjusted prices than exiting varieties, the common goods
expenditure share at time t is lower than at time t− 1, implying a fall in the price index (ln
(
λUf t/λ
U
f t−1
)
< 0).
We refer to the exact CES price index in equation (16) as the “unied price index” (UPI), because the
time-varying demand shifters for each product (ϕUut) ensure that it exactly rationalizes the micro data on
prices and expenditure shares, while at the same time it permits exact aggregation to the macro level, thereby
unifying micro and macro. This price index shares the same variety correction term
(
λUf t/λ
U
f t−1
)1/(σUg −1)
as Feenstra (1994). The key dierence from Feenstra (1994) is the formulation of the price index for common
goods, which we refer to as the “common-goods unied price index” (CG-UPI). Instead of using the Sato-
Vartia price index for common goods, which assumes time-invariant demand/quality for each common good,
we use the formulation of this price index for common goods from Redding and Weinstein (2016), which
allows for changes in demand/quality for each common good over time.
2.8 Model Inversion
Given the observed data on prices and expenditures for each product {PUut, XUut} and the substitution param-
eters {σUg , σFg , σG}, the model is invertible, such that unique values of demand/quality can be recovered from
the observed data (up to a normalization or choice of units). We illustrate this inversion for the rm tier of
utility, but the same approach holds for each of our tiers of utility. Dividing the share of a product in rm
expenditure (12) by its geometric mean across common products within that rm, product demand can be
expressed as the following function of data and parameters:
ϕUut
MU∗f t
[
ϕUut
] = PUut
MU∗f t
[
PUut
] ( SUut
MU∗f t
[
SUut
]) 1σUg −1 . (17)
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whereM [·] is the geometric mean operator such thatMU∗f t
[
ϕUut
] ≡ (∏u∈ΩUf t,t−1 ϕUut)1/NUt,t−1 .
As the CES expenditure shares are homogeneous of degree zero in the demand/quality parameters, we
can only recover the product, rm and sector demand parameters {ϕUut, ϕFf t, ϕ
G
jgt} up to a choice of units
in which to measure these parameters. We choose the convenient choice of units such that the geometric
mean of product demand across common products within each foreign rm is equal to one (MU∗f t
[
ϕUut
]
= 1
in equation (17)), the geometric mean of rm demand across common foreign rms within each sector is
equal to one, and the geometric mean of sector demand across tradable sectors is equal to one. Under these
normalizations, product demand (ϕUut) captures the relative demand/quality of products within foreign rms;
rm demand (ϕFf t) absorbs the relative demand/quality of foreign rms within sectors; and sector demand
(ϕGjgt) reects the relative demand/quality of tradable sectors.
9
Given this choice of units, we use the recursive structure of the model to solve for unique values of
product, rm and sector demand {ϕUut, ϕFf t, ϕ
G
jgt}, as shown in Section A.2.8 of the web appendix. First, we
use the product expenditure share in equation (17) to solve for product demand/quality (ϕUut). Second, we
use these solutions for product demand/quality to construct the rm price index for each foreign rm (PFf t).
Third, we use the shares of individual foreign rms in expenditure on foreign imports within a sector to solve
for demand/quality for each foreign rm (ϕFf t). Fourth, we use these solutions for demand/quality for each
foreign rm and the share of expenditure on foreign rms within the sector (µGjgt) to compute the price index
for each tradable sector (PGjgt). Fifth, we use the share of individual tradable sectors in expenditure on all
tradable sectors (µTjt) to solve for demand/quality for each tradable sector (ϕGgt). Sixth, we use these solutions
for sector demand/quality for each tradable sector and the share of aggregate expenditure on tradable sectors
to compute the aggregate price index (Pjt).
Our decompositions of comparative advantage across countries and sectors are robust to alternative
choices of units in which to measure product, rm and sector demand/quality. In particular, comparative
advantage is based on relative comparisons across countries and sectors. Therefore, any common choice of
units across rms within each sector dierences out when we compare rms from dierent countries within
that sector. Given the observed data on prices and expenditures {PUut, XUut} and the substitution parameters
{σUg , σFg , σG}, no supply-side assumptions are needed to undertake this analysis and recover the structural
residuals {ϕUut, ϕFf t, ϕ
G
jgt}. The reason is that we observe both prices (P
U
ut) and expenditures (XUut). Therefore,
we do not need to take a stand on the dierent supply-side forces that determine the observed prices (e.g.
technology, factor prices, oligopoly, monopolistic competition or perfect competition). Hence, the only way in
which supply-side assumptions enter our analysis is through the estimation of the elasticities of substitution,
as discussed further in Section 3 below.
An important dierence between our approach and standard exact price indexes for CES is that we allow
the demand/quality parameters to change over time. Therefore, our framework captures demand/quality
9For rms with no common products, we set the geometric mean of demand across all products equal to one (MUf t
[
ϕUut
]
= 1),
which enables us to recover product demand (ϕUut) and construct the rm price index (PFf t) for these rms. This choice has no
impact on the change in the exporter price indexes (PEjigt/P
E
jigt−1) and sectoral import price indexes (P
G
jgt/P
G
jgt−1), because rms
with no common products enter these changes in price indexes through the variety correction terms (λFjigt/λ
F
jigt−1 and λ
F
jgt/λ
F
jgt−1
respectively) that depend only on observed expenditures.
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upgrading for individual foreign products (changes in ϕUut) for individual foreign rms (changes in ϕFf t) and
for individual tradable sectors (changes in ϕGjgt). We also allow for proportional changes in the demand/quality
for all foreign varieties relative to all domestic varieties within each sector, which are implicitly captured in
the shares of expenditure on foreign varieties within sectors (µGjgt) in equation (7) for the sectoral price index
(PGjgt). Similarly, we allow for proportional changes in the demand/quality for all tradable sectors relative
to all non-tradable sectors, which are implicitly captured in the share of expenditure on tradable sectors
(µTjt) in equation (4) for the aggregate price index (Pjt). Finally, the only component of demand/quality that
cannot be identied from the observed expenditure shares is proportional changes in demand/quality across
all sectors (both traded and non-traded) over time. Nevertheless, our specication considerably generalizes
the conventional assumption that demand/quality is time-invariant for all common varieties.
2.9 Exporter Price Movements
Having inverted the model to recover the unobserved demand/quality parameters that rationalize the ob-
served data, we now show how to aggregate to the exporter price index that summarizes the cost of sourcing
goods across countries and sectors. Recursively applying our log linear representation of the CES price index
in equation (14) for the exporter and rm price indexes, we obtain the following exact log linear decomposi-
tion of the exporter price index, as shown in Section A.2.9 of the web appendix:
lnPEjigt = E
FU
jigt
[
ln PUut
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i) Average log
prices
−
{
EFjigt
[
ln ϕFf t
]
+EFUjigt
[
ln ϕUut
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii) Average log
demand
+
{
1
σUg − 1
EFUjigt
[
ln SUut − ln
1
NUf t
]
+
1
σFg − 1
EFjigt
[
ln SEFf t − ln
1
NFjigt
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iii) Dispersion demand-adjusted prices
(18)
−
{
1
σUg − 1
EFjigt
[
lnNUf t
]
+
1
σFg − 1
lnNFjigt
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iv) Variety
,
where SEFf t is the share of a rm in imports from an individual exporting country and sector, as dened in
Section A.2.9 of the web appendix; EFUjigt
[
ln PUut
] ≡ 1NFjigt ∑ f∈ΩFjigt 1NUf t ∑u∈ΩUf t ln PUut is a mean across rms and
products within that exporting country and sector; and EFjigt
[
ln PFf t
]
≡ 1NFjigt ∑ f∈ΩFjigt ln P
F
f t is a mean across
rms for that country and sector.
Similarly, partitioning varieties into those that are common, entering and exiting, and taking dierences
over time, we obtain an analogous exact log linear decomposition for changes in the exporter price index:
∆ lnPEjigt = E
FU∗
jigt
[
∆ ln PUut
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i) Average log
prices
−
{
EF∗jigt
[
∆ ln ϕFf t
]
+EFU∗jigt
[
∆ ln ϕUut
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii) Average log
demand
+
{
1
σUg − 1
EFU∗jigt
[
∆ ln SU∗ut
]
+
1
σFg − 1
EF∗jigt
[
∆ ln SEFf t
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iii) Dispersion demand-adjusted prices
(19)
+
{
1
σUg − 1
EF∗jigt
[
∆ lnλUf t
]
+
1
σFg − 1
∆ lnλFjigt
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iv) Variety
,
as also shown in Section A.2.9 of the web appendix.
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Equations (18) and (19) make explicit the three key features of our framework that allow exact aggregation
from micro to macro. First, we can invert the model to recover the unobserved demand/quality parameters
{ϕUut, ϕFf t, ϕ
G
gt} that rationalize the observed data. Second, for each tier of utility, the CES price index can be
written as a log linear form of these demand/quality parameters and the observed data. Third, demand is
nested, such that the price index for utility tier K depends on the price index and demand/quality parameters
for utility tier K − 1. Combining these three properties, and noting that the mean for tier K of the means
from tier K− 1 remains linear, we obtain our exact log linear decomposition of aggregate variables into the
contributions of dierent microeconomic mechanisms.
Each of the terms in these equations have an intuitive interpretation. The rst term in equation (19) is
the average log change in the price of common products sourced from exporting country i within sector
g (EFU∗jigt
[
∆ ln PUut
]
). This rst component equals the log of a Jevons Index, which is a standard empirical
measure of average prices, and is used to aggregate prices in the U.S. consumer price index.
The second term (EF∗jigt
[
ln ϕFf t
]
+EFU∗jigt
[
ln ϕUut
]
) captures demand shifts or quality upgrading for com-
mon products and rms and its presence reects the fact that consumers care about demand-adjusted prices
rather than prices alone. Recall that our normalization in equation (A.2.7) implies that the average log change
in common-product demand within foreign rms is equal to zero: EFU∗jigt
[
∆ ln ϕUut
]
= 0. Similarly, our nor-
malization in equation (A.2.10) implies that the average log change in rm demand across all common foreign
rms within a sector is equal to zero: EF∗jgt
[
∆ ln ϕFf t
]
= 0. Nevertheless, the relative demand/quality of rms
in dierent foreign countries within that sector can change, if demand/quality rises in some countries relative
to others, in which case this second term is non-zero: EF∗jigt
[
∆ ln ϕFf t
]
6= EF∗jgt
[
∆ ln ϕFf t
]
= 0 for country
i 6= j. Therefore, if one foreign exporter upgrades its demand/quality relative to another, this implies a fall in
the cost of sourcing imports from that exporter relative to other foreign exporters.
The third term captures the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across common products and rms
for a given exporter and sector. Other things equal, if the dispersion of these demand-adjusted prices in-
creases, this reduces the cost of sourcing goods from that exporter and sector (EFU∗jigt
[
∆ ln SU∗ut
]
< 0 and
EF∗jigt
[
∆ ln SEFf t
]
< 0). The reason is that this increased dispersion of demand-adjusted prices enhances the
ability of consumers to substitute away from varieties with high demand-adjusted prices and towards varieties
with low demand-adjusted prices.
The fourth term in equation (19) ( 1
σUg −1E
F∗
jigt
[
∆ lnλUf t
]
+ 1
σFg−1∆ lnλ
F
jigt) captures the eect of product
turnover and rm entry and exit on the cost of sourcing imports from a given exporter and sector. If entering
rms and products are more numerous or desirable than exiting rms and products, this again reduces the
cost of sourcing goods from that exporter and sector (EF∗jigt
[
∆ lnλUf t
]
< 0 and ∆ lnλFjigt < 0).
2.10 Patterns of Trade Across Sectors and Countries
Thus far, we have been focused on measuring the price indexes that determine the costs of sourcing goods
from a given exporter and sector. The move from price indexes to trade patterns, however, is straightforward,
because these patterns of trade are determined by relative price indexes. We can therefore translate our results
for exporter price indexes into the determinants of patterns of trade across countries and sectors.
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2.10.1 Revealed Comparative Advantage
We begin by deriving a theoretically-rigorous measure of revealed comparative advantage (RCA) that holds
in all models based on a CES demand system. We start with importer j’s expenditure on foreign exporter
i 6= j as a share of its expenditure on all foreign exporters within sector g at time t:
SEjigt =
∑ f∈ΩFjigt
(
PFf t/ϕ
F
f t
)1−σFg
∑h∈ΩEjgt ∑ f∈ΩFjhgt
(
PFf t/ϕ
F
f t
)1−σFg =
(
PEjigt
)1−σFg
(
PGjgt
)1−σFg , i 6= j. (20)
where the single superscript E is a mnemonic for exporter and indicates that this is the expenditure share
for a foreign exporting country i 6= j; the numerator in equation (20) captures importer j’s price index for
exporting country i in sector g at time t (PEjigt); and the denominator in equation (20) features importer j’s
overall import price index in sector g at time t (PGjgt).
Using the denition of this exporter expenditure share (20), we measure RCA in sector g for import market
j, by rst taking the value of country i’s exports relative to the geometric mean across countries for that sector
(XEjigt/MEjgt
[
XEjigt
]
), and then dividing by country i’s geometric mean of this ratio across tradable sectors
(MTjit
[
XEjigt/M
E
jgt
[
XEjigt
]]
):
RCAjigt ≡
XEjigt/M
E
jgt
[
XEjigt
]
MTjit
[
XEjigt/M
E
jgt
[
XEjigt
]] = SEjigt/MEjgt
[
SEjigt
]
MTjit
[
SEjigt/M
E
jgt
[
SEjigt
]] , (21)
where we use XEjigt to denote the value of bilateral exports from country i to importer j 6= i within sector
g at time t; MEjgt
[
XEjigt
]
=
(
∏h∈ΩEjgt X
E
jhgt
)1/NEjgt is the geometric mean of these exports across all foreign
exporters for that importer and sector; MTjit
[
XEjigt
]
=
(
∏k∈ΩTjit X
E
jikt
)1/NTjit is the geometric mean of these
exports across tradable sectors for that importer and foreign exporter; and SEjigt = XEjigt/∑h∈ΩEjgt X
E
jhgt =
XEjigt/X
G
jgt is the share of foreign exporter i 6= j in country j’s imports from all foreign countries within
sector g at time t.
From equation (21), an exporter has a revealed comparative advantage in a sector within a given import
market (a value of RCAjigt greater than one) if its exports relative to the average exporter in that sector are
larger than for its average sector. This RCA measure is similar to those in Costinot, Donaldson and Komunjer
(2012) and Levchenko and Zhang (2016). However, instead of choosing an individual sector and country as the
base for the double-dierencing, we rst dierence relative to a hypothetical country within a sector (equal
to the geometric mean country for that sector), and then second dierence relative to a hypothetical sector
(equal to the geometric mean across sectors).10 We also derive our measure solely from our demand-side
assumptions, without requiring a Ricardian supply-side to the model.
As we now show, these dierences enable us to quantify the role of dierent economic mechanisms in
understanding patterns of trade across countries and sectors. From equations (20) and (21), RCA captures the
10Our measure also relates closely to Balassa (1965)’s original measure of RCA, which divides a country’s exports in a sector by
the total exports of all countries in that sector, and then divides this ratio by the country’s share of overall exports across all sectors.
Instead, we divide a country’s exports in a sector by the geometric mean exports in that sector across countries, and then divide this
ratio by its geometric mean across sectors.
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relative cost to an importer of sourcing goods across countries and sectors, as determined by relative price
indexes and the elasticity of substitution (
(
PEjigt
)1−σFg ):
RCAjigt =
(
PEjigt
)1−σFg
/MEjgt
[(
PEjigt
)1−σFg ]
MTjit
[(
PEjigt
)1−σFg
/MEjgt
[(
PEjigt
)1−σFg ]] . (22)
Taking logarithms in equation (22), and using equation (18) to substitute for the log exporter price index
(lnPEjigt), we can decompose dierences in log RCA across countries and sectors into the contributions of
average log prices (ln
(
RCAPjigt
)
), average log demand (ln
(
RCAϕjigt
)
), the dispersion of demand-adjusted
prices (ln
(
RCASjigt
)
), and variety (ln
(
RCANjigt
)
):
ln
(
RCAjigt
)
= ln
(
RCAPjigt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i) Average log
prices
+ ln
(
RCAϕjigt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii) Average log
demand
+ ln
(
RCASjigt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iii) Dispersion demand-
adjusted prices
+ ln
(
RCANjigt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iv) Variety
, (23)
where each of these terms is dened in full in Section A.2.10.1 of the web appendix.
Each term is a double dierence in logs, in which we rst dierence a variable for an exporter and sector
relative to the mean across exporters for that sector (as in the numerator of RCA), before then second dier-
encing the variable across sectors (as in the denominator of RCA). For example, to compute the average log
price term (ln
(
RCAPjigt
)
), we proceed as follows. In a rst step, we compute average log product prices for
an exporter and sector in an import market. In a second step, we subtract from these average log product
prices their mean across all exporters for that sector and import market. In a third step, we dierence these
scaled average log product prices from their mean across all sectors for that exporter and import market.
Other things equal, an exporter has a RCA in a sector if its log product prices relative to the average exporter
in that sector are low compared to the exporter’s average sector.
A key implication of equation (23) is that comparative advantage cannot be measured independently of
demand when goods are dierentiated (σUg < ∞, σFg < ∞, ϕUut 6= ϕU`t for u 6= `, and ϕFf t 6= ϕFmt for f 6= m),
in the same way that productivity cannot be measured independently of demand in this case.11 The reason is
that comparative advantage depends on relative price indexes, which cannot be inferred from relative prices
alone if goods are dierentiated. In such a setting, average demand/quality, the number of products and rms,
and the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across these products and rms (as captured by the dispersion
of expenditure shares) are also important determinants of relative price indexes.
Similarly, partitioning varieties into those that are common, entering and exiting, and taking dierences
over time, we can decompose changes in RCA across countries and sectors into four analogous terms:
∆ ln
(
RCA∗jigt
)
= ∆ ln
(
RCAP∗jigt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i) Average log
prices
+ ∆ ln
(
RCAϕ∗jigt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii) Average log
demand
+ ∆ ln
(
RCAS∗jigt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iii) Dispersion demand-
adjusted prices
+ ∆ ln
(
RCAλjigt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iv) Variety
, (24)
11For a discussion of the centrality of demand to productivity measurement when goods are imperfect substitutes, see for example
Foster, Haltiwanger and Syverson (2008) and De Loecker and Goldberg (2014).
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where all four terms are again dened in full in subsection A.2.10.1 of the web appendix.
The interpretation of these four terms is similar to that for our decomposition of exporter price indexes
above. Other things equal, an exporter’s RCA in a sector rises if its prices fall faster than its competitors in that
sector relative to other sectors. The second term incorporates the eects of average log demand/quality. All
else constant, RCA increases in a sector if an exporter’s demand/quality rises more rapidly than its competitors
in that sector relative to other sectors. The third term summarizes the impact of the dispersion of demand-
adjusted prices across varieties. Other things equal, RCA rises for an exporter in a sector if the dispersion of
demand-adjusted prices increases relative to its competitors in that sector more than in other sectors. As its
demand-adjusted prices become more dispersed, this enables consumers to more easily substitute from the
exporter’s less attractive varieties to its more attractive varieties, which increases the demand for its goods.
Finally, the fourth term summarizes the contribution of entry/exit. All else constant, if entering varieties are
more numerous or have lower demand-adjusted prices than exiting varieties, this increases the value of trade.
Therefore, an exporter’s RCA in a sector increases if the exporter’s rate of net product and rm entry relative
to its competitors in that sector exceeds its relative rate in other sectors.
2.10.2 Aggregate Trade
We now aggregate further to obtain an exact log linear decomposition of exporting countries’ shares of total
imports that can be used to examine the reasons for the large-scale changes in countries’ import shares over
our sample period (such as the dramatic rise in Chinese import penetration). At rst sight, our ability to obtain
log linear decompositions of both sectoral and aggregate trade is somewhat surprising, because aggregate
trade is the sum of sectoral trade (rather than the sum of log sectoral trade). What makes this possible is that
the structure of CES demand yields a closed-form solution for an exact Jensen’s Inequality correction term
that controls for the dierence between the log of the sum and the sum of the logs.
Partitioning varieties into common, entering and exiting varieties, we show in Section A.2.10.2 of the web
appendix that the log change in the share of foreign exporter i in importer j’s total expenditure on all foreign
importers can be exactly decomposed as follows:
∆ ln SEjit = −
{
ETFU∗jit
[(
σFg − 1
)
∆ ln PUut
]
−ETEFU∗jt
[(
σFg − 1
)
∆ ln PUut
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i) Average log prices
+
{
ETFU∗jit
[(
σFg − 1
)
∆ ln ϕUut
]
−ETEFU∗jt
[(
σFg − 1
)
∆ ln ϕUut
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii) Average log product demand
+
{
ETF∗jit
[(
σFg − 1
)
∆ ln ϕFf t
]
−ETEF∗jt
[(
σFg − 1
)
∆ ln ϕFf t
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iii) Average log rm demand
−
{
ETFU∗jit
[
σFg − 1
σUg − 1
∆ ln SU∗ut
]
−ETEFU∗jt
[
σFg − 1
σUg − 1
∆ ln SU∗ut
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iv) Dispersion demand-adjusted product prices
−
{
ETF∗jit
[
∆ ln SEF∗f t
]
−ETEF∗jt
[
∆ ln SEF∗f t
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(v) Dispersion demand-adjusted rm prices
−
{
ETF∗jit
[
σFg − 1
σUg − 1
∆ lnλUf t
]
−ETEF∗jt
[
σFg − 1
σUg − 1
∆ lnλUf t
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(vi) Product Variety
−
{
ETjit
[
∆ lnλFjigt
]
−ETE∗jt
[
∆ lnλFjigt
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(vii) Firm Variety
− ∆ ln
(
λEjit/λ
T
jt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(viii) Country-Sector Variety
(25)
+ ∆ lnKTjit︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ix) Country-sector Scale
+ ∆ ln JTjit︸ ︷︷ ︸
(x) Country-sector Concentration
,
where the country-sector scale (∆ lnKTjit) and country-sector concentration (∆ ln JTjit) terms are dened in
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Section A.2.10.2 of the web appendix;ETEFU∗jt [·],ETFU∗jit [·],ETF∗jit [·],ETEF∗jt [·],ETE∗jt [·] andETjit [·] are means
across sectors, exporters, rms and products, as also dened in that section of the web appendix.
From the rst term (i), an exporter’s import share increases if the average prices of its products fall more
rapidly than those of other exporters. In the second term (ii), our choice of units for product demand in
equation (A.2.7) implies that the average log change in demand across common products within rms is
equal to zero (EU∗f t
[
∆ ln ϕUut
]
), which implies that this second term is equal to zero. From the third term (iii),
an exporter’s import share also increases if the average demand/quality of its rms rises more rapidly than
that of rms from other exporters within each sector (recall that our choice of units for rm demand only
implies that its average log change equals zero across all foreign rms within each sector).
The fourth and fth terms ((iv) and (v)) capture the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across common
products and rms. An exporter’s import share increases if demand-adjusted prices become more dispersed
across its products and rms compared to other foreign exporters. The sixth through eighth terms ((vi)-
(viii)) capture the contribution of entry/exit to changes in country import shares. An exporter’s import share
increases if its entering products, rms and sectors are more numerous and/or have lower demand-adjusted
prices compared to its exiting varieties than those for other foreign exporters.
The last two terms capture compositional eects across sectors. From the penultimate term (ix), an ex-
porter’s import share increases if its exports become more concentrated in sectors that account for large
shares of expenditure relative to exports from other foreign countries. The nal term (x) captures the con-
centration of imports across sectors for an individual exporter relative to their concentration across sectors
for all foreign exporters. This nal term is the exact Jensen’s Inequality correction term discussed above.
2.11 Aggregate Prices
In addition to understanding aggregate trade patterns, researchers are often interested in understanding
movements in the aggregate cost of living, since this is important determinant of real income and welfare. In
Section A.2.11 of the web appendix, we show that the change in the aggregate price index in equation (4) can
be exactly decomposed into the following ve terms:
∆ ln Pjt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aggregate
Price Index
=
1
σG − 1∆ ln µ
T
jt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Non-Tradable
Competitiveness
+ETjt
[
1
σFg − 1
∆ ln µGjgt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Domestic
Competitiveness
+ETjt
[
∆ ln ϕGjgt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Average
Demand
+ ETjt
[
1
σG − 1∆ ln S
T
jgt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dispersion demand-
adjusted prices across sectors
+ ETjt
[
∆ lnPGjgt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aggregate Import
Price Indexes
, (26)
where STjgt is the share of an individual tradable sector in expenditure on all tradable sectors. Recall that the
set of tradable sectors is constant over time and hence there are no terms for the entry and exit of sectors in
equation (26).
The rst three terms capture shifts in aggregate prices that can be inferred from changes in market shares
or demand. The rst term ( 1
σG−1∆ ln µ
T
jt) captures the relative attractiveness of varieties in the tradable and
non-tradable sectors. Other things equal, a fall in the share of expenditure on tradable sectors (∆ ln µIjt < 0)
implies that varieties in non-tradable sectors have become relatively more attractive, which reduces the cost
of living. The second term (ETjt
[
1
σFg−1∆ ln µ
G
jgt
]
) captures the relative attractiveness of domestic varieties
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within sectors. Other things equal, a fall in the average share of expenditure on foreign varieties within
sectors (ETjt
[
1
σFg−1∆ ln µ
G
jgt
]
< 0) implies that domestic varieties have become relatively more attractive
within sectors, which again reduces the cost of living. The third term (ETjt
[
∆ ln ϕGjgt
]
) captures changes in
the average demand/quality for tradable sectors, where the superscript T on the expectation indicates that
this mean is taken across the subset of tradable sectors (ΩT ⊆ ΩG). Given our choice of units in which
to measure sector demand/quality, this third term is equal to zero (ETjt
[
∆ ln ϕGjgt
]
= 0). The fourth term
(ETjt
[
1
σG−1∆ ln S
G
jgt
]
) captures changes in the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across tradable sectors.
Intuitively, when sectors are substitutes (σG > 1), an increase in the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices
across sectors reduces the cost of living, as consumers can substitute from less to more desirable sectors. The
fth and nal term (ETjt
[
∆ lnPGjgt
]
) captures changes in aggregate import price indexes across all tradable
sectors. Other things equal, a fall in these aggregate import price indexes (ETjt
[
∆ lnPGjgt
]
< 0) reduces the
cost of living. We now show that this fth term can be further decomposed.
Partitioning goods into common, entering and exiting varieties, Section A.2.11 of the web appendix shows
that the change in aggregate import price indexes can be exactly decomposed as follows:
ETjt
[
∆ lnPGjgt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aggregate Import
Price Indexes
= ETEFU∗jt
[
∆ ln PUut
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Average log prices
−ETEF∗jt
[
∆ ln ϕFf t
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Average log
rm demand
− ETEFU∗jt
[
ln ϕUut
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Average log
product demand
(27)
ETE∗jt
[
1
σFg − 1
∆ ln SEjigt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dispersion country-sector
demand-adjusted prices
+ ETEF∗jt
[
1
σFg − 1
∆ ln SEFf t
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dispersion rm
demand-adjusted prices
+ETEFU∗jt
[
1
σUg − 1
∆ ln SUut
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dispersion product
demand-adjusted prices
+ET∗jt
[
1
σFg − 1
∆ lnλEjgt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Country - Sector
Variety
+ETE∗jt
[
1
σFg − 1
∆ lnλFjigt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Firm
Variety
+ETEF∗jt
[
1
σUg − 1
∆ lnλUf t
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Product
Variety
.
The interpretation of each of these components in equation (27) is analogous to the interpretation of the
corresponding components of countries aggregate import shares in equation (25). Aggregate import price
indexes fall with declines in average product prices, rises in average rm and product demand, increases
in the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across surviving countries, rms and products, and if entering
countries, rms and products are more numerous or more desirable than those that exit.
3 Structural Estimation
In order to take our model to data, we need estimates of the elasticities of substitution {σUg , σFg , σG}. We now
turn to our estimation of these elasticities, which is the only place in our approach where we are required
to make assumptions about the supply-side. In particular, in the data, we observe changes in expenditure
shares and changes in prices, which provides a standard demand and supply identication problem. In a
CES demand system with N goods, this identication problem can be equivalently formulated as follows:
we have N parameters, which include N − 1 independent demand shifters (under a normalization) and one
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elasticity of substitution, but we have only N− 1 independent equations for expenditure shares, resulting in
underidentication.
In our baseline specication, we estimate these elasticities of substitution using an extension of the
reverse-weighting (RW) estimator of Redding and Weinstein (2016). This reverse weighting estimator solves
the above underidentication problem by augmenting the N − 1 independent equations of the demand sys-
tem with two additional equations derived from three equivalent ways of writing the change in the unit
expenditure function. In the web appendix, we also report robustness checks, in which we compare our RW
estimates of the elasticities of substitution to alternative estimates, and in which we examine the sensitivity
of our results to alternative values of these elasticities of substitution using a grid search.
We extend the RW estimator to a nested demand system and show that the estimation problem is recursive.
In a rst step, we estimate the elasticity of substitution across products (σUg ) for each sector g. In a second
step, we estimate the elasticity of substitution across rms (σFg ) for each sector g. In a third step, we estimate
the elasticity of substitution across sectors (σG).
In this section, we illustrate the RW estimator for the product tier of utility, and report the full details of
the nested estimation in Section A.3 of the web appendix. The RW estimator is based on three equivalent
expressions for the change in the CES unit expenditure function: one from the demand system, a second from
taking the forward dierence of the unit expenditure function, and a third from taking the backward dierence
of the unit expenditure function. Together these three expressions imply the following two equalities
ΘU+f t,t−1
 ∑
u∈ΩUf t,t−1
SU∗ut−1
(
PUut
PUut−1
)1−σUg 
1
1−σUg
=MU∗f t
[
PUut
PUut−1
](
MU∗f t
[
SU∗ut
SU∗ut−1
]) 1
σUg −1
, (28)
ΘU−f t,t−1
 ∑
u∈ΩUf t,t−1
SU∗ut
(
PUut
PUut−1
)−(1−σUg )
− 1
1−σUg
=MU∗f t
[
PUut
PUut−1
](
MU∗f t
[
SU∗ut
SU∗ut−1
]) 1
σUg −1
, (29)
where the variety correction terms (
(
λUf t/λ
U
f t−1
) 1
σUg −1 ) have cancelled because they are common to all three
expressions; ΘU+f t,t−1 and Θ
U−
f t,t−1 are forward and backward aggregate demand shifters respectively, which
summarize the eect of changes in the relative demand for individual products on the unit expenditure func-
tion (as dened in Section A.3 of the web appendix); nally the equalities in equations (28) and (29) are robust
to introducing a Hicks-neutral shifter of demand/quality across all products within each rm, which would
cancel from both sides of the equation (like the variety correction term).
The RW estimator uses equations (28) and (29) to estimate the elasticity of substitution across products
(σUg ) under the identifying assumption that the shocks to relative demand/quality cancel out across products:
ΘU+f t,t−1 =
(
ΘU−f t,t−1
)−1
= 1. (30)
The asymptotic properties of this estimator are characterized in Redding and Weinstein (2016). The RW
estimator is consistent as demand shocks become small (ϕUut/ϕUut−1 → 1) or as the number of common goods
becomes large and demand shocks are independently and identically distributed (NUt,t−1 → ∞). More gen-
erally, the identifying assumption in equation (30) is satised up to a rst-order approximation. Therefore,
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the RW estimator can be interpreted as providing a rst-order approximation to the data. In practice, we nd
that the RW estimated elasticities are similar to those estimated using other methods, such as the general-
ization of the Feenstra (1994) estimator used in Hottman et al (2016). More generally, a key advantage of our
CES specication is that it is straightforward to undertake robustness checks to alternative values of these
elasticities of substitution using a grid search.
4 Data Description
To undertake our empirical analysis of the determinants of trade patterns and aggregate prices, we use inter-
national trade transactions data that are readily available from customs authorities. In this section, we briey
discuss the U.S. trade transactions data that we use in the paper, and report further details in Section A.4.1 of
the web appendix. In Section A.4.2 of the web appendix, we discuss the Chilean trade transactions data that
we use in robustness tests in the web appendix.
For each U.S. import customs shipment, we observe the cost inclusive of freight value of the shipment in
U.S. dollars (market exchange rates), the quantity shipped, the date of the transaction, the product classi-
cation (according to 10-digit Harmonized System (HS) codes), the country of origin, and a partner identier
containing information about the foreign exporting rm.12 We concord the HS-digit 10-digit products to 4-
digit sectors in the North American Industry Classication System (NAICS). We are thus able to construct a
dataset for a single importer j (the U.S.) with many exporters i (countries of origin), sectors g (4-digit NAICs
codes), rms f (foreign rm identiers within exporters within sectors), and products u (10-digit HS codes
within foreign rm identiers, within exporters and within sectors) and time t (year). We standardize the
units in which quantities are reported (e.g. we convert dozens to counts and grams to kilograms). We also
drop any observations for which countries of origin or foreign rm identiers are missing. Finally, we collapse
the import shipments data to the annual level by exporting rm and product, weighting by trade value, which
yields a dataset on U.S. imports by source country (exporter), foreign rm, product and year from 1997-2011.
In our nal year of 2011, we have over 3.7 million observations by exporter-rm-product.
Our measure of prices is the export unit value of an exporting rm within a 10-digit HS category. While
these data necessarily involve some aggregation across dierent varieties of products supplied by the same ex-
porting rm within an observed product category, Section A.7 of the web appendix shows that our framework
generalizes to the case in which rms make product decisions at a more disaggregated level than observed
in the data. In this case, the product demand shifter (ϕUut) captures unobserved compositional dierences
within each observed product category. Moreover, 10-digit HS categories are relatively narrowly dened,
and the coverage of sectors is much wider than in datasets that directly survey prices. As a result, many
authors—including those working for statistical agencies—advocate for greater use of unit value data in the
construction of import price indexes.13 Furthermore, existing research comparing aggregate import price in-
12See Kamal, Krizan and Monarch (2015) for further discussion of the U.S. trade transactions data and comparisons of these partner
identiers using import data for the U.S. and export data from foreign countries. In robustness checks, we show that we continue
to nd that the variety and average demand/quality terms dominate if we omit this partner identier (and focus only on countries,
sectors and products) or use Chilean trade transactions data that report foreign brands.
13For instance, Nakamura et al (2015) argue for the superiority of indexes based on disaggregated unit value data on theoretical
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dexes constructed using unit values and directly surveyed prices nds only small dierences between them,
as reported using U.S. data in Amiti and Davis (2009).
In Section A.5.5 of the web appendix, we show that our U.S. trade transactions data exhibit the same
properties as found by a number of existing studies in the empirical trade literature.14 Two key features are
the high concentration of trade across countries and the dramatic increase in Chinese import penetration. As
shown in Figure A.5.5 of that section of the web appendix, the top 20 import source countries account for
around 80 percent of U.S. imports in each year; China’s import share more than doubles from 7 to 18 percent
from 1997-2011; in contrast, Japan’s import share more than halves from 14 to 6 percent over this period.
5 Empirical Results
We present our results in several stages. We begin in Section 5.1 by reporting our estimates of the elasticities
of substitution (σUg , σFg , σG), which we use to invert the model and recover the values of product, rm and
sector demand/quality (ϕUut, ϕFf t, ϕ
G
jgt). In Section 5.2, we use these estimates to compute the exporter price
indexes that determine the cost of sourcing goods across countries and sectors. In Section 5.3, we report our
main results for comparative advantage, aggregate trade and aggregate prices. In Section 5.4, we compare the
results of our framework with special cases that impose additional theoretical restrictions. In Section A.6 of
the web appendix, we replicate all of these specication using our Chilean trade transactions data, and show
that we nd the same qualitative and quantitative pattern of results.
5.1 Elasticities of Substitution
In Table 1, we summarize our baseline estimates of the elasticities of substitution (σUg , σFg , σG). Since we
estimate a product and rm elasticity for each sector, it would needlessly clutter the paper to report all of these
elasticities individually. Therefore we report quantiles of the distributions of product and rm elasticities
(σUg , σFg ) across sectors and the single estimated elasticity of substitution across sectors (σG). The estimated
product and rm elasticities are signicantly larger than one statistically and always below eleven. We nd a
median estimated elasticity across products (σUg ) of 6.29, a median elasticity across rms (σFg ) of 2.66, and an
elasticity across sectors (σG) of 1.36. These results imply that products within rms, rms within sectors and
sectors are imperfect substitutes for one another, which has important implications for the measurement of
comparative advantage below, because observed product prices are no longer sucient statistics for the cost
of sourcing goods across countries and sectors.
Although we do not impose this restriction on the estimation, we nd a natural ordering, in which vari-
eties are more substitutable within rms than across rms, and rms are more substitutable within industries
than across industries: σˆUg > σˆFg > σˆG. We nd that the product elasticity is signicantly larger than the rm
elasticity at the 5 percent level of signicance for all sectors, and the rm elasticity is signicantly larger than
the sector elasticity at this signicance level for all sectors as well.15 Therefore, the data reject the special
grounds and “recommend alternatives to conventional price indexes that make use of unit values.”
14For example, see Bernard, Jensen and Schott (2009) and Bernard, Jensen, Redding and Schott (2009) for the U.S.; Mayer, Melitz
and Ottaviano (2014) for France; and Manova and Zhang (2012) for China.
15In Figure A.5.1 in Section A.5.1 of the web appendix, we show the bootstrap condence intervals for each sector.
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cases in which consumers only care about rm varieties (σUg = σFg = σG), in which varieties are perfectly
substitutable within sectors (σUg = σFg = ∞), and in which products are equally dierentiated within and
across rms for a given sector (σUg = σFg ). Instead, we nd evidence of both rm dierentiation within sectors
and product dierentiation within rms.
Percentile Elasticity Elasticity Elasticity Product-Firm Firm-Sector
Across Across Across Dierence Dierence
Products (σUg ) Firms (σFg ) Sectors (σG) (σUg − σFg ) (σFg − σG)
Min 5.14 1.97 1.36 1.51 0.60
5th 5.43 2.06 1.36 2.42 0.69
25th 5.85 2.36 1.36 3.13 1.00
50th 6.29 2.66 1.36 3.48 1.30
75th 6.99 3.41 1.36 3.94 2.04
95th 8.36 4.83 1.36 4.77 3.47
Max 10.59 7.66 1.36 5.51 6.30
Note: Estimated elasticities of substitution from the reverse-weighting estimator discussed in section 3 and in section A.3 of the web
appendix. Sectors are 4-digit North American Industrial Classication (NAICS) codes; rms are foreign exporting rms within each
foreign country within each sector; and products are 10-digit Harmonized System (HS) codes within foreign exporting rms within
sectors.
Table 1: Estimated Elasticities of Substitution, Within Firms (σUg ), Across Firms (σFg ) and Across Sectors (σG)
(U.S. Data)
Our estimated elasticities of substitution are broadly consistent with those of other studies that have used
similar data but dierent methodologies and/or nesting structures. In line with Broda and Weinstein (2006),
we nd lower elasticities of substitution as one moves to higher levels of aggregation. Our estimates of
the product and rm elasticities (σFg and σUg ) are only slightly smaller than those estimated by Hottman et al.
(2016) using dierent data (U.S. barcodes versus internationally-traded HS products) and a dierent estimation
methodology based on Feenstra (1994).16 Therefore, our estimated elasticities do not dier substantially from
those obtained using other standard methodologies. As a check on the sensitivity of our estimated elasticities
to the denition of categories, we re-estimated the product, rm, and sector elasticities using 6-digit instead
of 4-digit NAICS codes as our denition of sectors. We nd a similar pattern of results, with a median product
elasticity of 6.20, a median rm elasticity of 2.70, and a sector elasticity of 1.47. As a check on the sensitivity
of our results for comparative advantage to these estimated elasticities, report the results of a grid search over
a range of alternative values for these elasticities in Section 5.3 below.
5.2 Exporter Price Indexes Across Sectors and Countries
We use these estimated elasticities (σUg , σFg , σG) to recover the structural residuals (ϕUut, ϕFf t, ϕ
G
jgt) and solve for
the exporter price indexes (PEjigt) that summarize the cost of sourcing goods from each exporter and sector.
A key implication of our framework is that these exporter price indexes depend not only on conventional
average price terms, but also on the non-conventional forces of average demand/quality, variety and the
16Our median estimates for the elasticities of substitution within and across rms of 6.3 and 2.7 respectively compare with those
of 6.9 and 3.9 respectively in Hottman et al. (2016).
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dispersion of demand-adjusted prices. We now quantify the relative importance of each of these components
in our data.
In the four panels of Figure 1, we display a bin scatter of the log of the exporter price index (lnPEjigt) and
each of its components against average log product prices (EFUjigt
[
ln PUut
]
), where the bins are twenty quantiles
of each variable.17 In each panel, we also show the regression relationship between the two variables based
on the disaggregated (i.e., not binned) data. For brevity, we show results for the nal year of our sample
in 2011, but nd the same pattern for other years in our sample. In the top-left panel, we compare the log
exporter price index (lnPEjigt) to average log product prices (EFUjigt
[
ln PUut
]
). In the special case in which
rms and products are perfect substitutes within sectors (σUg = σFg = ∞) and there are no dierences in
demand/quality (ϕFf t = ϕ
F
mt for all f ,m and ϕUut = ϕU`t for all u, `), these two variables would be perfectly
correlated. In contrast to these predictions, we nd a positive but imperfect relationship, with an estimated
regression slope of 0.59 and R2 of 0.23. Therefore, the true cost of sourcing goods across countries and sectors
can dier substantially from standard empirical measures of average prices.
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Figure 1: U.S. Exporter-Sector Price Indexes and their Components Versus Average Log Product Prices, 2011
In the remaining panels of Figure 1, we explore the three sources of dierences between the exporter
price index and average log product prices. As shown in the top-right panel, exporter sectors with high
average prices (horizontal axis) also have high average demand/quality (vertical axis), so that the impact of
higher average prices in raising sourcing costs is partially oset by higher average demand/quality. This
17We use a bin scatter, because U.S. Census disclosure requirements preclude showing results for each exporter-sector using the
U.S. data. In Section A.6.2 of the web appendix, we show results by exporter-sector using publicly-available Chilean data.
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positive relationship between average prices and demand/quality is strong and statistically signicant, with
an estimated regression slope of 0.41 and R2 of 0.28. This nding of higher average demand for products
with higher average prices is consistent with the quality interpretation of demand stressed in Schott (2004),
in which producing higher quality incurs higher production costs.18
In measuring demand/quality as a residual that shifts expenditure shares conditional on price, we follow
a long line of research in trade and industrial organization. This approach is similar to that taken to measure
productivity in the growth literature, in which total factor productivity is a residual that shifts output con-
ditional on inputs. The substantial variation in rm exports conditional on price is the underlying feature of
the data that drives our nding of an important role for demand/quality in Figure 1. For plausible values of
the elasticity of substitution, the model cannot explain this sales variation by price variation, and hence it is
attributed to demand/quality. This result implies that the large class of trade models based on CES demand
requires heterogenous demand/quality and cost shifts in order to rationalize the data.
In the bottom-left panel of Figure 1, we show that the contribution from the number of varieties to the
exporter-sector price index exhibits an inverse U-shape, at rst increasing with average prices, before later
decreasing. This contribution ranges by more than two log points, conrming the empirical relevance of
consumer love of variety. In contrast, in the bottom-right panel of Figure 1, we show that the contribution
from the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices displays the opposite pattern of a U-shape, at rst decreas-
ing with average prices before later increasing. While the extent of variation is smaller than for the variety
contribution, this term still uctuates by around half a log point between its minimum and maximum value.
Therefore, the imperfect substitutability of rms and products implies important contributions from the num-
ber of varieties and the dispersion in the characteristics of those varieties towards the true cost of sourcing
goods across countries and sectors.
These non-conventional determinants are not only important in the cross-section but are also important
for changes in the cost of sourcing goods over time. A common empirical question in macroeconomics and
international trade is the eect of price shocks in a given sector and country on prices and real economic
variables in other countries. However, it is not uncommon to nd that measured changes in prices often
appear to have relatively small eects on real economic variables, which has stimulated research on “elasticity
puzzles” and the “exchange-rate disconnect.” Although duality provides a precise mapping between prices
and quantities, the actual price indexes used by researchers often dier in important ways from the formulas
for price indexes from theories of consumer behavior. For example, as we noted earlier, our average price
term is the log of the “Jevons Index,” which is used by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) as part of its
calculation of the consumer price index. Except in special cases, however, this average price term will not
equal the theoretically-correct measure of the change in the unit expenditure function.
We rst demonstrate the importance of this point for aggregate prices. In Table 2, we decompose the log
change in the U.S. aggregate cost of living from 1998-11 using equations (26) and (27). In the rst column,
we nd that the aggregate U.S. price index increased by 0.22 log points over this time period. In the second
18This close relationship between demand/quality and prices is consistent the ndings of a number of studies, including the
analysis of U.S. barcode data in Hottman et al. (2016) and the results for Chinese footwear producers in Roberts et al. (2011).
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US Aggregate Price Growth 1998-2011
Aggregate Aggregate Terms With Import Terms
Aggregate Price 0.22 - -
Import Prices - 0.12 -
Domestic Competitiveness - 0.30 0.30
Non-Tradable Competitiveness - -0.19 -0.19
Sector Dispersion - 0.00 0.00
Average Prices - - 0.39
Product Variety - - -0.01
Product Dispersion - - 0.00
Firm Demand - - -0.02
Firm Variety - - -0.16
Firm Dispersion - - -0.05
Country-Sector Variety - - 0.00
Country-Sector Dispersion - - -0.03
Table 2: U.S. Aggregate Price Growth 1998-2011
column, we decompose this price change into four elements. First, the import price index rose by 0.12 log
units which accounted for a little over half of the aggregate movement. Second, the value of imports rose
as a share of tradables despite the rise in import prices, which implies that the exact price index of domestic
tradables must have risen even more. This change in domestic competitiveness resulted in an increase in the
price index by of an additional 0.3 log units. Osetting this increase was a decline in the share of tradables in
the US economy, which implies a relative decline in non-tradable prices that equaled a 0.19 log-unit decline
in the U.S. aggregate price index. Finally, there was a negligible contribution from the dispersion of demand-
adjusted prices across sectors. Thus, our decomposition enables us to capture not only the impact of import
prices on aggregate prices, but also the impact of relative movements in the price indexes of domestic tradables
and non-tradables.
Interestingly, the 0.12 log-point increase in aggregate import prices is much less than the 0.41 log point
change in import prices between 1998 and 2011 reported in the BLS’s U.S. Import Price Index for All Commodi-
ties. We can see the reason for the dierence in the third column which expands our theoretical measure of
the import price index into its components. The average log-price change, which equals the log of the Jevons
index (the rst term in equation (27)) rose by 0.39 log points over this time period: remarkably close to the
0.41 log point change reported in ocial series. In other words, one obtains a very similar measure of import
price increases regardless of whether one uses averages of log unit values or the price quotes used by the BLS
in its Import Price Index. As we have been emphasizing, however, this index does not capture many of the
other forces that matter for cost-of-living changes in more sophisticated models of consumer behavior. In
particular, we nd that the positive contribution from higher average prices of imported goods was oset by
a substantial negative contribution from rm variety (see equation (27) for the denition of each term). This
expansion in rm import variety reduced the cost of imported goods by around 0.16 log points. Changes in
average rm demand and the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across rms also acted to reduce aggre-
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gate import prices over this period. As a result, the true increase in the cost of imported goods from 1998-2011
was only 0.12 log points, less than one third the value implied by the conventional Jevons Index. In other
words, a theory-based measure of aggregate import prices behaves very dierently from one based only on
average prices.
We next show that this point applies not only to aggregate import prices but also to the changes in exporter
price indexes (∆ lnPEjigt) that summarize the cost of sourcing goods across countries and sectors. Figure 2
displays the same information as in Figure 1, but for log changes from 1998-2011 rather than for log levels
in 2011. In changes, the correlation between average prices and the true model-based measure of the cost
of sourcing goods is much weaker (top-left panel) and the role for demand/quality is even greater (top-right
panel). Indeed, the slope for the regression of average log changes in demand/quality on average log changes
in prices is 0.92, indicating that most price changes are almost completely oset by demand/quality changes.
This result suggests that the standard assumption of no shifts in demand/quality, which underlies standard
price indexes such as the Sato-Vartia, is problematic. Price and demand/quality shifts are highly correlated.
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Figure 2: Log Changes in U.S. Sector-Exporter Price Indexes and their Components Versus Average Log
Changes in Product Prices, 1998-2011
5.3 Trade Patterns
We now use our results connecting RCA to relative exporter price indexes to examine the importance of the
dierent components of these price indexes for comparative advantage across countries and sectors. We start
with the decompositions of the level and change of RCA in equations (23) and (24) in Section 2.10.1 above.
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We use a variance decomposition introduced into the international trade literature by Eaton, Kortum and
Kramarz (2004). We assess the contribution of each mechanism by regressing each component of RCA on the
overall value of RCA. Therefore, for the level of RCA in equation (23), we have:
ln
(
RCAPjigt
)
= αP + βP ln
(
RCAjigt
)
+ uPjigt, (31)
ln
(
RCAϕjigt
)
= αϕ + βϕ ln
(
RCAjigt
)
+ uϕjigt,
ln
(
RCASjigt
)
= αS + βS ln
(
RCAjigt
)
+ uSjigt,
ln
(
RCANjigt
)
= αN + βN ln
(
RCAjigt
)
+ uNjigt.
where observations are exporters i and sectors g for a given importer j and year t. By the properties of OLS,
βP + βϕ + βS + βN = 1, and the relative value of each coecient tells us the relative importance of each
component of exporter price indexes. Similarly, we regress the log change in each component in equation
(24) on the overall log change in RCA.
In Table 3, we report the results of these decompositions for both levels of RCA (Columns (1)-(2)) and
changes of RCA (Columns (3)-(4)). In Columns (1) and (3), we undertake these decompositions down to the
rm level. In Columns (2) and (4), we undertake them all the way down to the product level. For brevity,
we concentrate on the results of the full decomposition in Columns (2) and (4). We nd that average prices
are comparatively unimportant in explaining patterns of trade. In the cross-section, average product prices
account for 6.5 percent of the variation in RCA. In the time-series, we nd that higher average prices are
more than oset by higher demand/quality, resulting in a negative contribution of 4.8 percent from prices to
changes in RCA. These results reect the low correlations between average prices and exporter price indexes
seen in the last section. If average prices are weakly correlated with exporter price indexes, they are unlikely
to matter much for RCA, because RCA is determined by relative exporter price indexes.
One potential explanation for the relative unimportance of average prices in explaining trade patterns
arises in the neoclassical Heckscher-Ohlin model. In an international trade equilibrium characterized by
factor price equalization, relative goods prices are the same across all countries, and patterns of trade across
countries and sectors are entirely explained by relative factor endowments. However, we nd substantial
dierences in average prices across countries within sectors. Conditional on observing these price dierences,
the demand-side of our model implies that patterns of trade must be explained by some combination of average
prices, average demand, the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices, and variety. Of these four components of
exporter price indexes, we nd that average prices are the least important.
By contrast, we nd that average demand/quality is over three times more important than average prices,
with a contribution of 22 percent for levels of RCA and 42 percent for changes in RCA in Table 3. This
empirical nding for the relative importance of these two terms for patterns of trade is the reverse of the
relative amount of attention devoted to them in existing theoretical research. In principle, one could rein-
terpret the predictions of neoclassical trade models as predictions for relative prices after adjusting for de-
mand/quality. However, we nd marked dierences in these average demand/quality-adjusted prices across
countries within sectors, implying substantial departures from goods price equalization even after making
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Log Level RCA 2011 Log Change RCA 1998-11
Firm-Level Product-Level Firm-Level Product-Level
Decomposition Decomposition Decomposition Decomposition
Firm Price Index 0.094 - -0.005 -
Firm Demand 0.220 0.220 0.422 0.422
Firm Variety 0.324 0.324 0.501 0.501
Firm Dispersion 0.362 0.362 0.082 0.082
Product Prices - 0.065 - -0.048
Product Variety - 0.014 - 0.037
Product Dispersion - 0.014 - 0.007
Note: Variance decomposition for the log level of RCA in 2011 and the log change in RCA from 1998-2011 (from equation (31)).
Table 3: Variance Decomposition U.S. RCA
these adjustments. What sustains these dierences in adjusted prices in the model is the imperfect sub-
stitutability of rms and products within sectors, which implies that both the number of varieties and the
dispersion of demand-adjusted prices also matter for patterns of trade. Finally, it is not obvious that the de-
terminants of quality/demand are the same as those of prices, with, for example, a large literature in industrial
organization emphasizing the importance of sunk costs for quality (e.g. Sutton 1991).
By far the most important of the dierent mechanisms for trade in Table 3 is rm variety, which accounts
for 32 and 50 percent of the level and change of RCA respectively. We also nd a substantial contribution
from the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across rms, particularly in the cross-section, where this term
accounts for 36 percent of the variation in RCA. In the time-series, this rm dispersion term is relatively less
important, though it still accounts for 8 percent of the variation in RCA. On the one hand, our ndings for
rm variety are consistent with research that emphasizes the role of the extensive margin in understanding
patterns of trade (e.g. Hummels and Klenow 2005, Chaney 2008). On the other hand, our ndings for the
dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across common varieties imply that the intensive margin is also im-
portant (consistent with the analysis for a log normal distribution in Fernandes et al. 2015). In particular, we
nd quantitatively relevant dierences in the second moment of the distribution of demand-adjusted prices
across common products and rms within exporters and sectors.
More broadly, this pattern of empirical results is consistent with theoretical frameworks in which compar-
ative advantage operates not only through prices but also through the mass of rms and the distributions of
productivity and demand across rms, such as Bernard, Redding, and Schott (2007). While recent empirical
studies have documented substantial churning in patterns of comparative advantage over time, as in Fre-
und and Pierola (2015) and Hanson, Lind and Muendler (2016), our ndings imply that this churning largely
occurs through changes in average demand/quality and rm entry/exit. The dominance of these two compo-
nents of changes in average demand/quality and rm entry/exit points towards the relevance of theoretical
frameworks in which comparative advantage arises from endogenous investments in product and process
innovation, as in Grossman and Helpman (1991).
We nd that our results for comparative advantage are robust across a number of dierent specications.
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Figure 3: Country Aggregate Shares of U.S. Imports
As a check on the sensitivity of our ndings to the denition of categories, we replicated our entire analysis
using a denition of sectors based of 6-digit instead of 4-digit NAICS codes. Using this dierent denition,
we nd a similar pattern of results as in our baseline specication, with average demand/quality accounting
for 23 and 46 percent of the level and change of RCA, and rm variety making up 34 and 47 percent. As a
further robustness check, we undertook a grid search over the range of plausible values for the elasticities of
substitution across rms and products. In particular, we consider values of σFg from 2 to 8 (in 0.5 increments)
and values of σUg from (σFg + 0.5) to 20 in 0.5 increments, while holding σG constant at our estimated value,
which respects our estimated ranking that σUg > σFg > σG. As shown in Section A.5.3 of the web appendix,
the contributions from rm variety and the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across rms are invariant
across these parameter values, because the elasticities of substitution cancel from these two terms. In con-
trast, the contributions from average prices and average demand/quality are increasing and decreasing in σFg
respectively. Nevertheless, across the grid of parameter values, we nd that average prices account for less
than 25 percent of the level of the RCA and less than 10 percent of the changes in RCA. Therefore, our nding
that the relative price indexes that determine comparative advantage depart substantially from average prices
is robust across the range of plausible elasticities of substitution.
We now show that the non-conventional forces of variety, average demand/quality, and the dispersion of
demand-adjusted prices are also important for understanding aggregate U.S. imports from its largest suppli-
ers. In Figure 3, we show the time-series decompositions of aggregate import shares from equation (25) for
the top-ve trade partners of the United States. We nd that most of the increase in China’s market share
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over the sample period occurs through increases in the number of rm varieties (orange), average rm de-
mand/quality (dark gray) and the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across rm varieties (light blue).19 In
contrast, average product prices (green) increased more rapidly for China than for the other countries in our
sample, which worked to reduce China’s market share. Therefore, the reasons for the explosive growth of
Chinese exports were not cheaper Chinese exports, but rather substantial rm entry (variety), demand/quality
upgrading, and improvements in the performance of leading rms relative to lagging rms (the dispersion of
demand-adjusted prices). For Canada, we nd that rm exit (orange) makes the largest contribution to the
decline in its import share. For Germany, Japan and Mexico, we nd substantial contributions from average
rm demand/quality (gray) and the dispersion of demand-adjusted prices across rms (light blue), which are
large relative to the contributions from average prices. Therefore, consistent with our results for sectoral
patterns of trade above, we nd that most of the change in aggregate import shares is explained by forces
other than standard empirical measures of average prices.
Taken together, the results of this section highlight the role of imperfect substitutability across rms and
products for comparative advantage and the aggregate volume of trade. Both are determined by relative
price indexes that summarize the cost of sourcing goods from each country and sector. In a world in which
goods are imperfect substitutes, these relative price indexes cannot be inferred solely from conventional
measures of average prices. Instead, they also depend on the non-conventional forces of the number of
varieties, demand/quality upgrading, and the performance of leading relative lagging varieties. Empirically,
we nd that these non-conventional forces are the dominant ones at work in the data.
5.4 Additional Theoretical Restrictions
We now compare our approach, which exactly rationalizes both micro and macro trade data, with special
cases of this approach that impose additional theoretical restrictions. As a result of these additional theoret-
ical restrictions, these special cases no longer exactly rationalize the micro trade data, and we quantify the
implications of these departures from the micro data for macro trade patterns and prices.
Almost all existing theoretical research with CES demand in international trade is encompassed by the
Sato-Vartia price index, which assumes no shifts in demand/quality for common varieties. Duality suggests
that there are two ways to assess the importance of this assumption. First, we can work with a price index
and examine how a CES price index that allows for demand shifts (i.e., the UPI in equation (16)) diers from
a CES price index that does not allow for demand shifts (i.e., the Sato-Vartia index). Since the common goods
component of the UPI (CG-UPI) and the Sato-Vartia indexes are identical in the absence of demand shifts,
the dierence between the two is a metric for how important demand shifts are empirically. Second, we
can substitute each of these price indexes into equation (22) for revealed comparative advantage (RCA), and
examine how important the assumption of no demand shifts is for understanding patterns of trade. Since
the UPI perfectly rationalizes the data, any deviation from the data arising from using a dierent price index
must reect the eect of the restrictive assumption used in the index’s derivation. In order to make the
19Our nding of an important role for rm entry for China is consistent with the results for export prices in Amiti, Dai, Feenstra,
and Romalis (2016). However, their price index is based on the Sato-Vartia formula, which abstracts from changes in demand/quality
for surviving varieties, and they focus on Chinese export prices rather on than trade patterns.
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comparison fair, we need to also adjust the Sato-Vartia index for variety changes, which we do by using the
Feenstra (1994) index, which is based on the same no-demand-shifts assumption for common goods, but adds
the variety correction term given in equation (16) to incorporate entry and exit.
In Figure 4, we report the results of these comparisons. The top two panels consider exporter price
indexes, while the bottom two panels examine RCA. In the top-left panel, we show a bin scatter of the Sato-
Vartia exporter price index (on the vertical axis) against the common goods exporter price index (the CG-UPI
on the horizontal axis), where the bins are twenty quantiles of each variable.20 We also show the regression
relationship between the two variables based on the disaggregated (i.e. not binned) data. If the assumption
of time-invariant demand/quality were satised in the data, these two indexes would be perfectly correlated
with one another and aligned on the 45-degree line. However, we nd little relationship between them. The
reason is immediately apparent if one recalls the top-right panel of Figure 2, which shows that price shifts are
strongly positively correlated with demand shifts. The Sato-Vartia price index fails to take into account that
higher prices are typically oset by higher demand/quality. In the top-right panel, we compare the Feenstra
exporter price index (on the vertical axis) with our overall exporter price index (the UPI on the horizontal axis).
These two price indexes have exactly the same variety correction term, but use dierent common goods price
indexes (the CG-UPI and Sato-Vartia indexes respectively). The importance of the variety correction term
as a share of the overall exporter price index accounts for the improvement in the t of the relationship.
However, the slope of the regression line is only around 0.5, and the regression R2 is about 0.1. Therefore,
the assumption of no shifts in demand/quality for existing goods results in substantial deviations between
the true and measured costs of sourcing goods from an exporter and sector.
In the bottom left panel, we compare predicted changes in RCA based on relative exporter Sato-Vartia
price indexes (on the vertical axis) against actual changes in RCA (on the horizontal axis). As the Sato-
Vartia price index has only a weak correlation with the UPI, we nd that it has little predictive power for
changes in RCA, which are equal to relative changes in the UPI across exporters and sectors. Hence, observed
changes in trade patterns are almost uncorrelated with the changes predicted under the assumption of no
shifts in demand/quality and no entry/exit of rms and products. In the bottom right panel, we compare
actual changes in RCA (on the horizontal axis) against predicted changes in RCA based on relative exporter
Feenstra price indexes (on the vertical axis). The improvement in the t of the relationship attests to the
importance of adjusting for entry and exit. However, again the slope of the regression line is only around
0.5 and the regression R2 is less than 0.1. Therefore, even after adjusting for the shared entry and exit term,
the assumption of no demand shifts for existing goods can generate predictions for changes in trade patterns
that diverge substantially from those observed in the data.
Although the Sato-Vartia price index assumes no shifts in demand/quality for surviving varieties, it does
not impose functional form restrictions on the cross-sectional distributions of prices, demand/quality and ex-
penditure shares. We now examine the implications of imposing additional theoretical restrictions on these
cross-sectional distributions. In particular, an important class of existing trade theories assumes not only
20Again we use a bin scatter, because U.S. Census disclosure requirements preclude showing results for each exporter-sector using
the U.S. data. In Section A.6.4 of the web appendix, we show results by exporter-sector using publicly-available Chilean data.
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Figure 4: Sector-exporter Price Indexes with Time-Invariant Demand/Quality (Vertical Axis) Versus Time-
Varying Demand/Quality (Horizontal Axis) for the U.S.
a constant demand-side elasticity but also a constant supply-side elasticity, as reected in the assumption
of Fréchet or Pareto productivity distributions.21 As our approach uses only demand-side assumptions, we
can examine the extent to which these additional supply-side restrictions are satised in the data. In par-
ticular, we compare the observed data for rm sales and our model solutions for the rm price index and
rm demand/quality (lnVFf t ∈
{
lnXFf t, ln P
F
f t, ln ϕ
F
f t
}
) with their theoretical predictions under alternative
supply-side distributional assumptions.
To derive these theoretical predictions, we use the QQ estimator of Kratz and Resnick (1996), as introduced
into the international trade literature by Head, Mayer and Thoenig (2016). This QQ estimator compares the
empirical quantiles in the data with the theoretical quantiles implied by alternative distributional assumptions.
As shown in Section A.5.4 of the web appendix, under the assumption that VFf t has an untruncated Pareto
distribution, we obtain the following theoretical prediction for the quantile of the logarithm of that variable:
ln
(
VFf t
)
= lnVFjigt −
1
aVg
ln
[
1−Fjigt
(
VFf t
)]
, (32)
21A special case of our theoretical framework falls within this class of trade theories, as characterized in Arkolakis, Costinot
and Rodriguez-Clare (2012), under the following additional supply-side restrictions: (i) Each industry consists of a continuum of
rms and a continuum of products; (ii) Monopolistic competition; (iii) A single factor of production (labor); (iv) Balanced trade; (iii)
Constant variable costs; (iv) Firm productivity is Pareto distributed; (v) Firm-product productivity is Pareto distributed; (vi) Firm
demand/quality is a power function of rm productivity; (vii) Firm-product demand/quality is a power function of rm-product
productivity. Together these assumptions ensure that rm sales (XFf t), the rm price index (P
F
f t), and rm demand/quality (ϕ
F
f t) are
all Pareto distributed, as shown for the case of a single sector in Bernard, Redding and Schott (2011).
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whereFjigt (·) is the cumulative distribution function; lnVFjigt is the lower limit of the support of the untrun-
cated Pareto distribution, which is a constant across rms f for a given importer j, exporter i, sector g and
year t; aVg is the shape parameter of this distribution, which we allow to vary across sectors g.
We estimate equation (32) by OLS using the empirical quantile for ln
(
VFf t
)
on the left-hand side and the
empirical estimate of the cumulative distribution function forFjigt
(
VFf t
)
on the right-hand side, as discussed
further in the web appendix. We estimate this regression for each sector across foreign rms (allowing the
slope coecient aVg to vary across sectors) and including xed eects for each exporter-year-sector combi-
nation (allowing the intercept lnVFjigt to vary across exporters, sectors and time). The tted values from this
regression correspond to the predicted theoretical quantiles, which we compare to the empirical quantiles
observed in the data. Under the null hypothesis of a Pareto distribution, there should be a linear relationship
between the theoretical and empirical quantiles that coincides with the 45-degree line.
To assess the empirical validity of this theoretical prediction, we estimate equation (32) for two separate
subsamples: rms with values below the median for each exporter-sector-year cell and rms with values
above the median for each exporter-sector-year cell. Under the null hypothesis of a Pareto distribution, the
estimated slope coecient 1/aVg should be the same for rms below and above the median.22 As shown in
Section A.5.4 of the web appendix, we strongly reject this null hypothesis of a Pareto distribution for all three
variables, with substantial dierences in the estimated coecients below and above the median, which are
statistically signicant at conventional levels.23
To provide a point of comparison, we also consider the log-normal distributional assumption. As shown
in Section A.5.4 of the web appendix, we obtain the following theoretical prediction for the quantile of the
logarithm of a variable VFf t under this distributional assumption:
ln
(
VFf t
)
= κVjigt + χ
V
g Φ
−1
(
Fjigt
(
VFf t
))
. (33)
where Φ−1 (·) is the inverse of the normal cumulative distribution function; κVjigt and χVg are the mean and
standard deviation of the log variable, such that ln
(
VFf t
)
∼ N
(
κVjigt,
(
χVg
)2)
; we make analogous assump-
tions about these two parameters as for the untruncated Pareto distribution above; we allow the parameter
controlling the mean (κVjigt) to vary across exporters i, sectors g and time t for a given importer j; we allow
the parameter controlling dispersion (χVg ) to vary across sectors g.
Again we estimate equation (33) by OLS using the empirical quantile for ln
(
VFf t
)
on the left-hand side
and the empirical estimate of the cumulative distribution function for Fjigt
(
VFf t
)
on the right-hand side.
We estimate this regression for each sector across foreign rms (allowing the slope coecient χVg to vary
across sectors) and including xed eects for each exporter-year-sector combination (allowing the intercept
κVjigt to vary across exporters, sectors and time). As shown in Section A.5.4 of the web appendix, we nd
that the log-normal distributional assumption provides a closer approximation to the data than the Pareto
22U.S. Census disclosure requirements preclude showing the quantiles for individual foreign rms using the U.S. data. In Figures
A.6.7 and A.6.8 in Section A.6.4 of the web appendix, we show rm quantiles using publicly-available Chilean data.
23A similar analysis can be undertaken for a Fréchet distribution. We nd a similar pattern of statistically signicant departures
from the predicted linear relationship between the theoretical and empirical quantiles under this distributional assumption.
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distributional assumption. Consistent with Bas, Mayer and Thoenig (2017), we nd smaller departures from
the predicted linear relationship between the theoretical and empirical quantiles for a log-normal distribution
than for a Pareto distribution. Nevertheless, we reject the null hypothesis of a log-normal distribution at con-
ventional signicance levels for all three variables for the majority of industries, with substantial dierences
in estimated coecients above and below the median. Instead of imposing such supply-side distributional
assumptions, our demand-side approach uses the observed empirical distributions of prices and expenditure
shares, and the resulting implied distribution of demand/quality under our assumption of CES demand.
As a concluding point, we examine the implications of these departures from a Pareto and log-normal
distributions for understanding trade patterns across countries and sectors. Here, we demonstrate a surpris-
ing result. If one rationalizes the data using the unied price index, distributional assumptions about the
underlying parameters do not matter, as long as these distributions are centered on the correct mean of the
logs of each variable. To see this, we take the mean of the predicted values for log rm import shares, log
rm-price indexes and log rm-demand/quality, and use our estimated elasticities of substitution to construct
the predicted log common-goods unied price index for each exporter and sector:
̂lnPEjigt = E
F
jigt
[
l̂n PFf t
]
−EFjigt
[
l̂n ϕFf t
]
+
1
σFg − 1
EFjigt
[
l̂n SEFf t
]
, (34)
where a hat above a variable denotes a predicted value (recall that SEFf t is the share of each rm f ∈ ΩFjigt in
county j’s imports from a given exporter i 6= j in sector g at time t).
A notable feature of this equation is that if we remove the hats, we obtain the exporter price index, which
rationalizes revealed comparative advantage exactly. In this case, each of the terms on the right-hand side
correspond the means of the logs of each variable. It follows immediately from this that that any distribution
of the logs of prices, demand/quality parameters, and shares that has the same means as in the data will
produce the correct exporter price index and match RCA. Given our inclusion of exporter-sector-year xed
eects in equations (32) and (33), both of the estimated distributions are centered on the correct means of the
logs of each variable for each exporter-sector-year. Therefore, these distributional assumptions do not matter
for our conclusions about the sources of variation of RCA, as long as they implemented in such a way as to
preserve the correct means of the logs of each variable for each exporter-sector-year.
6 Conclusions
Existing trade research is largely divided into micro and macro approaches. Macro models rationalize aggre-
gate trade but impose distributional assumptions that can be at odds with the micro data. In contrast, micro
studies examine the properties of disaggregated trade data but lack a clear template for aggregation to the
macro level. We unify these two approaches by developing a framework that rationalizes both micro and
macro trade data, enabling us to aggregate up from the micro level and quantify the importance of dierent
micro mechanisms for macro variables.
We use our framework to derive price indexes that determine comparative advantage across countries
and sectors and the aggregate cost of living. If rms and products are imperfect substitutes, we show that
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these price indexes depend on variety, average demand/quality and the dispersion of demand/quality-adjusted
prices, in addition to average prices. As a result, these theoretically-consistent price indexes are only weakly
related to standard empirical measures of average prices, thereby providing insight for elasticity puzzles, in
which real variables respond weakly to these empirical proxies. Of the cross-section (time-series) variation in
comparative advantage, we show that 50 (90) percent is accounted for by variety and average demand/quality,
with average prices contributing less than 10 percent.
As our framework exactly rationalizes the observed trade data at both the disaggregate and aggregate
level, there is an exact mapping between our relative price indexes and observed patterns of trade. However,
the same need not be true for other approaches that impose stronger assumptions, such as the Feenstra price
index, which corresponds to a special case of our framework that assumes no demand shifts for surviving
varieties. Comparing our framework to these special cases, we nd that models that assume no demand
shifts and no changes in variety perform poorly on trade data. Models that incorporate variety changes while
maintaining the assumption of no demand shifts do better, but can still only account for a relatively small
proportion of changes in comparative advantage over time.
Finally, we nd that standard supply-side distributional assumptions such as Pareto or log-normal pro-
ductivity distributions are rejected by the data. However, we show that if one rationalizes the data using the
unied price index, distributional assumptions about the underlying parameters do not matter, as long as the
distributions are centered on the correct mean of the logs of prices, demand/quality, and expenditure shares.
As these means and the elasticities of substitution between rms and products are sucient statistics for the
costs of sourcing goods from each exporter and sector, they are all that matters for patterns of comparative
advantage across countries and sectors and the aggregate cost of living.
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